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NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE . . . high school left far
behind ... visions of greater things ahead vivid memories
of the past extensive plans for the future new friend-
ships formed old friendships deepened eternal and
spiritual values advocated ... social development encouraged
. . . individual goals considered-these all contributed toward
making Northwestern the school of our choice.
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"To be dear to the hearts of students, a college needs not a large
enrollment, but other attributes of friendliness and understanding."
These words of Daniel Webster have become our philosophy too,
as we have learned to live, grow, and work together as individuals
at Northwestern. There isn't space to enumerate all the enjoyable
and happy times which have endeared Northwestern Junior College
to us-the hours we spent in classes, the jam sessions in the lounges
and dorms, the club meetings we attended, the floats we built at
Homecoming, the books we studied, the papers we wrote in the
library, the people we met and grew to love and understand, the
services through which we worshipped God. In this yearbook we
have attempted to show the intangible spirit of love and respect
which we have for NJC, and the reasons why we have come to have
this feeling. It is difficult to capture these feelings on the pages of
a yearbook, but we hope that in some way the people and events
recorded on the pages of the 1957 "De Klornpen" will bring back
memories as you read and reread this book in the years to come.
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On behalf of the Board of Trustees, Faculty and Staff at Northwestern, we desire to
express best wishes to ~lJ of our students who have been on our campus during the
past year. We also desire to congratulate the entire "De Klompen" staff for this very
fine publication that has been prepared as a lasting memorial of the academic year of
1956-57.
We extend special greetings to our graduating students. New experiences await
all of you in the opportunities for Christian service. No matter where you may
be or what you are doing, we at Northwestern will continue to have an abiding
interest in you and your activities. We truly hope that you will practice what
you have learned at Northwestern, continuing to move forward in Christian service
and achievement.
Academic training is' of the utmost importance in our world today, and you
have much to offer to create a higher degree of culture and understanding
in our world of the future. Your experiences on Northwestern's campus,
whether curricular or extracurricular, will inevitably assist you in your life's
work. The test of a college is found in the guality of the lives of its stu-
dents and graduates. We have sincere pride in Northwestern's past and
confidence in the years ahead as OUf present students become alumni of our
educational institution.
This issue of "De Klompen" records many fond experiences of the past
year. It especially brings to mind this year's Homecoming theme con-
cerning: "Progress Is Our Product." Let us always keep that theme in
mind"we ,oo"~~




To the hands of Northwestern's friends, whether
they be near or far, whether they be rich or poor,
we, the Staff of the "De Klornpen'' of 1957,
dedicate this book. Without their hands, we
could not enjoy the benefits of this fine educa-
tional institution. Although this is a very small
"thank you" for great gifts:-those prayers, and
that financial help-we want it to be a token of
the gratitude in our hearts.
~"......
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The program of Northwestern, paralleling a national trend in higher education,
is running ahead of her facilities. Careful scheduling of classes, laboratories,
and extracurricular activities were needed to effect the maximum use of space.
Many rooms doubled as classrooms and clubrooms or recreation rooms. The
old gym served a constant round of activities. From the early morning chapel
service, through the many physical education classes, and sometimes two bas-
ketball practices per day, her walls nearly "burst at the seams" to contain all
of the busy schedule which she has served so well. As future plans are being
made for expansion of the. present institution into a four-year college, new
buildings and grounds must be added to the present campus. Included in the
expansion plan are a new multi-purpose auditorium, now under construction,
a new men's dorm, improvement and remodeling of the library and the Science
Hall auditorium, a memorial chapel, and a student union. Work has also
begun on a new athletic field on "East Campus." With these new additions
a much broader field of education will be available for all Northwestern
students.
LOOKING OVER PLANS for the new auditorium are Dean De Vries, Rev. Van Engelenhoven,
Rev. Nattress, and Dr. Stegenga.
PRESTON STEGENGA, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
President
JOE DE VRIES, B.S., M.A.
Dean, Mathematics
Helen Van Es, above, and Barb Hellenga, lower, secretaries to the pres-
ident and registrar respectively, are shown in their daily tasks.
LE ROY NATTRESS, A.B., BD.
Registrar, College Pastor
EVERETT VAN ENGELENHOVEN
A.B., Th.D.
Director of Public Relations
RALPH MOUW,
B.A., M.S.
Mathematics, Physics,
Dean of Men
JACK CARTER,
B.S., M.5.
Biology
CORNELIUS WEBER,
B.A., M.A.
Chemistry, Natural Science
One of the branches of the college cur-
riculum to which all students are intro-
duced during their school career at
Northwestern is that of science. This
department helps to equip the student
with basic scientific facts and a working
knowledge of the scientific method of
problem solving, and to increase his
knowledge of the relationship of man to
the universe and to his God.
The physical training program at North-
western is another required activity. Its
main purpose is to build up and improve
the physical condition of the students.
..,J."~p
PAUL COLEN BRANDER,
B.A., M.A.
Coach, Physical Ed ucatiosr
•
PROF CARTER POINTS to an illustration in zoology lab as 'Wally Van Meeteren and B
Roetman look on.
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The Division of social science has as one
of its aims the preparation of the student
for a clearer understanding of the philo-
sophical, political, economic, and socio-
psychological aspects of the problems of
American people today. Emphasis is
placed upon the part that the Christian
can play in our modern life,. and an ap-
preciation of American cultural and edu-
cational institutions is also provided.
The elementary education department in
this curriculwn division seeks to give
students basic education courses to meet
the state requirements for a teacher's
certificate.
NELSON NIEUWENHUIS,
B.A., M.A.
History, Government
MISS HUFFMAN AND PROF BUNZ work with Mary Kots, Thelma Te Slaa, and Carole
Heemstra in the education lab.
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CLARA VAN TIL,
M.A.
Dean of Women, Social Science
- '-
FLORENCE HUFFMAN,
B.A., M.A.
Education
HAROLD BUNZ,
B.A.
Elementary Education
" -
PROF MOUW DEMONSTRATES a problem in analytic geometry to his daily
math class.
MRS. AGATHA BOLLUYT,
B. Mus., A.A.G.O.
Piano, Organ
The instructors pictured on these two
pages are all engaged in teaching courses
in the largest division of Northwestern's
curriculum-the humanities. The courses
offered under these teachers seek to pro-
vide for the student a broader understand-
ing of his spiritual and cultural heritage
in the western world and enlarged spirit-
ual and cultural perspective in his own
view of life.
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FERN SMITH,
B. Mus.
Art, Music
LAWRENCE VAN WYK,
B.A.
Music
JACOB HEEMSTRA,
B.A., M.A., D.D.
Religios, President Emeritus
MRS THEORA ENGLAND,
BA., M.A.
Speech, Dramatics
KENNETH KUIPER,
B.A., M.A.
English
MARK WITMER,
B.S., B.D.
English
PROF KUIPER discusses the problem of which courses to take with Marge
Bonthuis and Darrell Top.
BENJAMIN ZEUHL,
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
German
Purposes of education at Northwestern
College are to help the student choose
and make progress toward his life work
and to help each student develop himself
as a person and as a member of society.
This department helps to carry out some
of these aims by developing in the stu-
dent the capacity to appreciate. and enjoy
literature, including the greatest literature
of all time-the Bible, music, and art,
and by developing the ability to commu-
nicate clearly and efficiently both in writ,
ten and oral terms as an educated mem-
ber of OUf democracy.
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The courses in the economics and busi-
ness administration department carry .out
part of the main aim of the social sciences
by endeavoring to give students a clearer
economic understanding of the world
today. The secretarial science courses
which closely follow the above-mentioned
courses are especially important for those
students who have decided upon office
work as a career.
The other two instructors pictured here
teach in the academy department ex-
clusively. Home economics, algebra,
physics, and English are some of the sub-
jects offered to the high school students
under these teachers.
DAVID DYKSTRA,
B.A., M.A.
Business Administration
Economics
A VITAL PART of every speech or reading is the helpful criticism written by
Mrs. England.
RICHARD VAN ZANTEN,
B.A., M.B.A.
Secretarial Science
MRS. ALlCE VAN CITTERS,
B.S.
Home Economics
DALE HUBERS,
B.A.
Academy Principal
MRS. MAE POLL
Heemstra Hull Seperoisor
MRS. MARIAN SMITH,
B.S.. 1.S.
Head Librarian
MISS HELEN VAN WECHEL
AJJhlant Librarian
MRS. VELMA RAVE
AUhtant Librarian
J
MRS. ADA DYKSTRA,
B.A.
Bookkeeper
MRS. BETH HAARSMA,
R.N.
Resident Nurse
ABOVE: MRS. SMITH ASSISTS Delmar Van Klompenburg and Carl De long in finding
books in the card catalogue. BELOW: HELEN VAN ES AND MRS. DYKSTRA as they
appear at their daily positions in the business office.
-,{
WILBERT KOTS AND JAKE MOUW are faithful in keepin
OUf college clean and pleasant.
DORM COOKS Wilmyna Pennings, Kathryn Hibma and Mrs.
Henry De Haan are seen as they prepare the daily meals for
the dorm residents.
PROF NIEUWENHUIS stands atop the ticket
box to get a better view of the "Red Raiders"
over the heads of an overflow crowd at the
Worthington game.
REV, NATTRESS sweeps up the remains of the state
tournament opposition during "glory day" activities.
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DARRELL BEERNINK
Maurice Iowa
Mathematics
CLASS OFFICERS: Darrell Beernink, student senate representative; Duane Vande
Berg, vice president; John Brouwer, student senate representative; Audrey McMurray,
secretary-treasurer; Nelson Hymens, president.
PATRICIA BALLOU
Archer Iowa
Elementary Education
-- -
JAMES BALKEMA
Orange City Iowa
BUJlneH Administration
JAMES BERGSMA
Sheldon Iowa
Liberal Arts
JOYCE BEUKELMAN
Corsica South Dakota
Elementary Education
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=MARGARET BRAS
Alton Iowa
Elementary Education
JOHN BROUWER
Edgerton Minnesota
Pre-Ministerial
JOHN EKDOM
Ireton Iowa
Bu sin ess Administration
CAROL FONKERT
Sheldon Iowa
Elementary Education
CAROL COLLINS
Ireton Iowa
Elementary Education
-
GEORGE DOU.MA
Orange City Iowa
Liberal Arts
DOLORES GOERINGER
Hull Iowa
Elementary Education
ARNOLD HAAK
Sherman South Dakota
Pre.Ministeriot
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ERMA HALWEG
Orange City Iowa
Elementary Educalion
MERLE HARBERTS
Reading Minnesota
Liberal ArtJ
CAROLE HEEMSTRA
Orange City Iowa
Elemenhlfy Education
BOB HOOGEVEEN
Lester Iowa
Ph)'Jical Education
VERNIE HULSTEIN
Sioux Center Iowa
Elementary Education
NELSON HYMANS
Orange City Iowa
Pre-Engineering
ALFREDA JUFFER
Rushmore Minnesota
Elementary Education
-
ROBERT KNOWLES
Downers Grove Illinois
BUJineJJ Ad-ninistration
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=GARY KORVER
Maurice Iowa
Liberal Arts
ALLAN KOSTER
Edgerton Minnesota
Business Administration
MARIE LANDHUIS
Leota Minnesota
Elementary Education
SHIRLEY LANGSTRAAT
Sheldon Iowa
Elementary Education
MARY KOTS
Orange City Iowa
Elementary Education
JOHN KRAAI
Orange City Iowa
Chemistry
HENRY KROON
Sioux Center Iowa
Liberal Arts
VERLAND KRUSE
Hadley Minnesota
Pre-Engineering
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LAURA LUBBERS
Orange City Iowa
Elementary Education
AUDREY MCMURRAY
Sioux Center Iowa
Elementary Education
RONALD MUILENBURG
Maurice Iowa
Mathematics
DIRK MUYSKENS
Orange City Iowa
Architecture
WYONNE MARKUS
Crookston Nebraska
Elementary Education
LORRETTA Mouw
Hospers Iowa
ElemeNtal)' Education
NORMA Mouw
Sheldon Iowa
Elementary Education
ROGER Mouw
Orange City Iowa
Liberal Arts
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MARVELLA POPKES
Ellsworth Minnesota
Elementary Education
RONALD PRaNK
Edgerton Minnesota
Liberal Arts
BOB PRYOR
Brewton Alabama
En glisb
JANE RENS
Larchwood Iowa
Elementary Education
ROLYN NYHOF
Inwood Iowa
Science
MILTON PENNINGS
Orange City Iowa
Pre-Animal H usbondry
+
t
ROBERT ROETMAN
Hospers Iowa
Liberal Arts
LOIS ROMBERG
Hospers Iowa
Elementary Education
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JUDY SCHOEP
Maynard Minnesota
Elementary Education
MILDRED SCHUITEMAN
Sioux Center Iowa
Elementary Education
ORVAL SOHL
Hull Iowa
Business Administration
GLEN SANDBULTE
Rock Valley Iowa
Pre-Ministerial
SHIRLEY SCHAAP
Sioux Center Iowa
Mathematics
SHIRLEY STARKENBERG
Alton Iowa
Elementary Education
J
SHIRLEY SCHUT
Sioux Center Iowa
Elementary Education
EILEEN SMIT
Hull Iowa
Elementary Education
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LAVONNE STERLER
Ashton Iowa
Elementary Education
LOIS TEN HAKEN
Hull Iowa
Elementary Education
EDWIN TIMMER
Steen Minnesota
Liberal Arts
MRS. CHRISTINE TOLMAN
Orange City Iowa
Elementary Education
ARLYS VAN BRUGGEN
Ireton Iowa
Elementary Education
DUANE VANDE BERy
Sioux Center Iowa
Elementary Education
SYLVIA VANDER KOOI
Clinton Wisconsin
Elementary Education
KATHLEEN VANDER MATEN
Sheldon Iowa
Elementary Education
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SAM VANDER SCHAAF
Ancasrer Ontario
Pre-Mini.ftel'ial
MARLENE V ANDER SlOOT
Meriden Iowa
Elementary Ed ucanon
-,.-
BERT VANDER WalDE
Steen Minnesota
Liberal Arts
ESTHER VANDE WEERD
Rock Valley Iowa
Elemental") Education
LEE V AN ENGElENHOVEN
Orange City Iowa
Biainess Administration
HElEN VAN KlOMPENBURG
Orange City Iowa
Elemenmry Education
\ )
PETER VAN LEEROAM
Orange City Iowa
Pre-MInisterial
MARLENE VAN MEETEREN
Sheldon Iowa
Elementary Education
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WALTER VAN MEETEREN
H Iowaaspers
Liberal Arts
GLENN VAN ROEKEL
Orange City Iowa
Liberal Arts
IONA VAN VE[J)HUIZEN
IowaHospers
Elementery Education
RONALD VAN'T HOF
Orange City Iowa
Liberal Arts
~ rid- 7f)e Stw.te 7(J
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HAROLD VOGELAAR
Orange City Iowa
Pre-Ministerial
BASTiAN W ABEKE
Maurice Iowa
Physical Education
3/
LARRY VERDOORN
Ashton Iowa
Pre-Veterinarian
-
CARL VERMEER
Sioux Center Iowa
Liberal Arts
- ,---'
LEWIS WIERDA
Maurice Iowa
BUJineH AdminiJtration
JOANN WIERSEMA
Orange City Iowa
Elementary Education
,?'It 7tMt~«Ie~
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RICHARD BAUER
Sheldon Iowa
Liberal ArtJ
JOHN BLUMEYER
Orange City Iowa
Pre-Engineering
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CORNELIUS W ABEKE
Maurice Iowa
SCIence
DAVID WALGENBACH
Hospers Iowa
Pre.Agricohural
ROBERT WISSINK
Steen Minnesota
LIberal Ar/J
WON HI LEE
Pusan Korea
BUJIJleJJ Administration
pBALKEMA, JAMES
Football I and 2.
BALLOU, PATRICIA
Choir 1, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, Dramatics 2.
BAUER, RICHARD
T ansfer from Augustana 2, De Klompen 2, Foot-
b~ll 2, Basketball 2, YMCA 2, "Y" Cabinet 2.
BEERNINK, DARRELL
Football 1 and 2, Basketball 1 and 2, Choir 1 and 2,
Student Senate President 2, YMCA 2, Phi Theta
Kappa 2.
BEUKELMAN, JOYCE
Band 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, Dorm
Council 2, De Klornpen 2.
BRAS, MARGARET
Band 1 and 2, Choir 1 and 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA
1 and 2.
BROUWER, JOHN
Football 1 and 2, Christian Fellowship 1 and 2,
Gospel Team 1 and 2, IRC 1 and 2, Student Senate
2, YMCA 1 and 2, Dorm Council President 2.
COLLINS, CAROL
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 2.
DOUMA, GEORGE
Choir 1 and 2, Beacon 2, YMCA 1 and 2.
FONKERT, CAROL
Choir 2, Gospel Team 1, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1
and 2.
GOERINGER, DOLORES
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2.
HAAK, ARNOLD
Band 2, Choir 1 and 2, Christian Fellowship 1 and
2, Dramatics 1, Gospel Team 1 and 2, IRe 1,
YMCA 1 and 2.
HALWEG, ERMA
Christian Fellowship 1 and 2 KBK 1 and 2 YWCA
I and 2. ' ,
HARBERTS, MERLE
~h~r 1 and 2, Christian Fellowship I, Class Officer
2' "yo?,pel Team I, Student Senate 2, YMCA 1 and
, . Cabmet 2, Dorm Council l.
HEEMSTRA, CAROLE
~~~ 1 and 2, Choir 1 and 2, Dramatics 1 and 2,
'~land2.
HOOGEVEEN, BOBBIE
Football 1 d
2, Stud an 2, Basketball 1 and 2, Choir 1 and
Cou 'lent Senate President 2, YMCA 1 and 2 DormOCI 2. ' ,
HULSTEIN, VERNIE
YWCA 1 and 2, "Y" Cabinet 1 and 2, KBK 1 and 2.
HYMANS, NELSON
Basketball 1, Choir 1 and 2, Class President 2,
YMCA 2.
JUFFER, ALFREDA
Christian Fellowship 2, Gospel Team 2, KBK 1 and
2, YWCA 1 and 2, "Y" Cabinet 2, Phi Theta Kappa
2, De Klompen 2.
KORVER, GARY
YM CA 1, Football 1.
KOTS, MARY
De Klompen 2, Band 1 and 2, Beacon 1, Beacon
Editor 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, Phi Theta
Kappa 2, Student Senate 1.
KRAAI, JOHN
De Klompen 1 and 2, Band 1 and 2, Choir 1 and 2,
Christian Fellowship 1, Dramatics 1, Gospel Team 1,
YMCA 1 and 2.
KROON, HENRY
Choir 1 and 2, YMCA 1 and 2.
KRUSE, VERLAND
Christian Fellowship 2, Stud..t( Senate 2, YMCA 2.
LANDHUIS, MARIE
De Klompen 2, Cheerleader 1 and 2, Choir I,
Christian Fellowship I, KBK 2, Student Senate 2,
YWCA 1 and 2.
LANGSTRAAT, SHIRLEY
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2.
LUBBERS, LAURA
Choir 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, Phi Theta
Kappa 2.
McMURRAY, AUDREY
Beacon 1, Cheerleader 1 and 2, Choir 1 and 2, Class
Officer 1 and 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA2.
MARKUS, WYONNE
De Klompen 1 and 2, Christian Fellowship 1 and 2,
Gospel Team I, IRC 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1
and 2, "Y" Cabinet 2.
MOUW, LORRETTA
Choir 1 and 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, "Y"
Cabinet 1.
MOUW, NORMA
Choir 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 2.
MOUW, ROGER
Football 1 and 2.
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MUILENBURG, RONALD
De Klompen I, De Klompen Editor 2, Beacon 1 and
2, Student Senate I, YMCA 1 and 2.
MUYSKENS, DIRK
Transfer from Central 2, Football 2, Basketball 2.
POPKES, MARVELLA
Choir 2, Christian Fellowship 1 and 2, Gospel Team
1 and 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2.
PRYOR, BOBBY
Cheerleader 1 and 2, Choir 1 and 2, IRC 1 and 2,
YMCA 1 and 2, Dorm Council 1, Class Officer 1.
RENS, JANE
Christian Fellowship 1 and 2, Dramatics 1 and 2,
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, Gospel Team 1
and 2.
ROMBERG, LOIS
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2.
SANDBULTE, GLEN
Football 1 and 2, Choir 2, YMCA 1 and 2.
SCHAAP, SHIRLEY
De Klompen 1 and 2, Beacon 1, Class President 1,
Dramatics 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, "Y" Cabinet
2, Phi Theta Kappa 2.
SCHOEP, JUDY
Choir 1 and 2, Gospel Team 1, KBK 1 and 2,
YWCA 1 and 2.
SCHUITEMAN, MILDRED
Choir 2, Gospel Team 1, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1,
YWCA President 2, "Y" Cabinet 2.
SCHUT, SHIRLEY
Choir 1 and 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, "Y"
Cabinet 2.
SMIT, EILEEN
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, "Y" Cabinet 1 and 2.
STARKENBURG, SHIRLEY
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2.
STERLER, LAVONNE
De Klompen 1, Christian Fellowship 1 and 2, Dra-
matics 1 and 2, Gospel Team 1 and 2, KBK 1 and 2,
YWCA 1 and 2, "Y" Cabinet 1, Dorm Council!.
TEN HAKEN, LOIS
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2.
TIMMER, EDWIN
Beacon 1, IRC 1 and 2, YMCA 1 and 2.
VANDE BERG, DUANE
Football 1 and 2, Basketball 1 and 2, Choir 2, Class
Officer 2, KBK 1 and 2, Student Senate 1, YMCA 2.
VANDER KOOI, SYLVIA
Christian Fellowship 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and
2, Dorm Council 2.
• VANDER MATEN, KATHLEEN
Choir 2, KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2.
VAN ENGELENHOVEN, LEE
Football 1 and 2, YMCA 1 and 2.
VAN KLOMPENBURG, HELEN
Choir 1, KBK 1 and 2, Student Senate 1, YWCA
and 2, Chapel Organist 1 and 2.
VANDER SCHAAF, SAM
Football 2, Choir 1 and 2, Christian Fellowship 1
and 2, Dramatics 1, Gospel Team 1 and 2, IRe 1 and
2, Student Senate 2, YMCA 2.
VANDER SLOOT, MARLENE
Transfer from Morningside 2, Choir 2, Christian
Fellowship 2, KBK 2, YWCA 2.
VANDE WEERD, ESTHER
De Klompen 1, Choir 1 and 2, KBK 1 and 2,
YWCA 1 and 2, Dorm Council President 2.
VAN LEERDAM, PETER
Christian Fellowship I, Gospel Team 1, IRC 1,
YMCA 1 and 2.
VAN MEETEREN, MARLENE
De Klompen 1 and 2, Choir I, IRC 1 and 2, KBK 1
and 2, YWCA 1 and 2, "Y" Cabinet 2.
VAN VELDHUIZEN, IONA
Transfer from Central 2, KBK 2, YWCA 2.
VAN'T HOF, RONALD
Basketball I, YMCA 2.
VERDOORN, LARRY
Beacon 2, Choir 1 and 2, Christian Fellowship 1 an
2, Gospel Team 1 and 2, IRC 1 and 2, Studen
Senate 2, YMCA 1, YMCA President 2, "Y" Cabi-
net 1 and 2, Dorm Council 2, Phi Theta Kapp
President 2.
VERMEER, CARL
Transfer from Central 2, YMCA 2.
VOGELAAR, HAROLD
Football 1 and 2, Choir 1 and 2, Christian Fellow-
ship 1 and 2, Dramatics 1, Gospel Team 1 and 2,
IRC 1 and 2, YMCA 1 and 2, "Y" Cabinet 2.
WABEKE, BASTIAN
Football 1 and 2.
WABEKE, CORNELIUS
Football 1 and 2.
WALGENBACH, DAVID
Band 1, Dramatics 1 and 2:
WIERDA, LEWIS
Football 1, Basketball 1 and 2.
WIERSEMA, JOANN
Christian Fellowship 1 and 2, Gospel Team 1 and 2,
KBK 1 and 2, YWCA 1 and 2.
WISSINK, BOB
Football 1 and 2, Basketball 2, (Manager), Dorm
Council 1 and 2.
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CLASS OFFICERS: Marge Hartog president; Al Van Abbema, treasurer; Fawzy Simon,
vice president; Marge Bonthuis. secretary.
DENNIS ASCHE
Ellsworth, Minnesota
TRUMAN BARTELS
Sioux Center, Iowa
ALICE BELTMAN
Hospers, Iowa
NORMAN BELTMAN
Orange City, Iowa
COREEN BERGSMA
Sheldon, Iowa
ALDEN BERKENPAS
Sioux Center, Iowa
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HARRIET BLANKERS
Sheldon, Iowa
MARJORIE BONTHUIS
Rock Valley, Iowa
DALE BOONE
Woodbine, Iowa
BETH BaS
Hull, Iowa
WILLARD BOSCALJON
Doon, Iowa
RUTH BRUGGOM
Sanborn, Iowa
RICHARD BUSK
Mitchell. South Dakota
CAROLE CLEVERINGA
Sioux Center, Iowa
RUTH DE BEER
Alton, Iowa
AUDREY DE BERG
Little Rock, Iowa
MARILYN DE BRUIN
Hospers, Iowa
JUDITH DE GROOT
Hull, Iowa
CAROLYN DE JONG
Alton, Iowa
KOENRAAD DE JONG
Orange City, Iowa
TERRIL DE JONG
Hull, Iowa
DOROTHY DE BOER
Boyden, Iowa
GLADYS DE BOER
Ellsworth, Minnesota
STAN DE BOOM
Maurice, Iowa
ROGER DE HAAN
Orange City, Iowa
CARL DE JONG
Orange City, Iowa
AVAN DE VRIES
Sioux Center, Iowa
DAVID DE VRIES
Orange City, Iowa
DONALD DJEKEN
Little Rock, Iowa
JANICE DONTJE
Buffalo Center, Iowa
JEROLD DYKSTRA
Ocheyedan, Iowa
MARVIN FOREMAN
Hospers, Iowa
MERLlN FOREMAN
Ireton, Iowa
AUDREY HARMS
Buffalo Center, Iowa
MARJORIE HARTOG
Orange City, Iowa
LEAH HASSELO
Pipestone, Minnesota
RONALD HOFMEYER
Hospers, Iowa
DONNA HOUTSMA
Rushmore, Minnesota
LORRAINE HUISMAN
Rock Rapids, Iowa
MARVIN HUISMAN
Hospers, Iowa
MARLENE HULSTEIN
Orange City, Iowa
RODNEY HULSTEIN
Sioux Center, Iowa
I
-\
HARVEY HIELKEMA
Orange City, Iowa
RUTH HOEKMAN
Slayton, Minnesota
MARION HUBERS
Remsen, Iowa
RUDOLF KATERBERG
Winnipeg, Canada
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JAMES KLEIN
Alton, Iowa
BENJAMIN KOERSELMAN
Hull, Iowa
HARVARD KRUIZENGA
Maurice, Iowa
JEAN KRUSE
little Rock, Iowa
HAROLD KOLENBRANDER
Holland, Nebraska
LA VONNE KOOIMA
Rock Valley, Iowa
ELVERA KOTS
Maurice, Iowa
ARLOA KORVER
Sioux Center, Iowa
MURYL KORVER
Orange City, Iowa
WILLEM KROON
Stouffville, Canada
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SHIRLEY KRUSE
Little Rock, Iowa
DAVID KUESTER
Ocean Grove, New Jersey
HAROLD MOSS
Hull, Iowa
JOHN MUILENBURG
Orange City, Iowa
RICHARD KUHLERS
Meservey, Iowa
HENDRENE LAMMERS
Sioux City, Iowa
KATHERINE LAWRENCE
Sheldon, Iowa
BENNETT LYFTOGT
Hospers, Iowa
HARRIETT MIERSMA
Hull, Iowa
PRISCILLA MILLER
Buffalo Center, Iowa
42
VERLA NYHOF
Inwood, Iowa
HARM OLDENKAMP
Boyden, Iowa
MARY ONKEN
Marietta, Minnesota
THELMA PEELEN
Archer, Iowa
DARREL RENSINK
Sioux Center, Iowa
HENRY ROZEBOOM
Sioux Center, Iowa
MARLENE NAVIS
Brandon, Wisconsin
DONALD NIEUWENDORP
Sheldon, Iowa
,
f
MARILYN ROZEBOOM
Rock Valley, Iowa
JOAN ROZENDAAL
Valentine, Nebraska
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HENRIETTA SANDBUL TE
Sioux Center, Iowa
SHARON SANDBUL TE
Rock Valley, Iowa
ARNOLD SANKEY
Chandler, Minnesota -
FLORENCE SCHMIDT
Woodstock, Minnesota
JOYCE SCHREUR
Alton, Iowa
---"
LARRY SCHAAP
Hull, Iowa
JIM SCHELHAAS
Rock Valley, Iowa
,
DALE SCHUCK
Sibley, Iowa
FAWZY SIMON
Manama Bahrain, Arabia
GARY SMIDT
Titonka, Iowa
DAVID SYMENS
Amherst, South Dakota
HELEN TER HAAR
Sioux Center, Iowa
INEZ TILSTRA
Luverne, Minnesota
TING WEI YING
Japan
SHIRLEY TJARKS
Titonka, Iowa
DAVID SMITS
Orange City, Iowa
DARLENE STALLBAUM
Maurice, Iowa
STANLEY SYBESMA
Alton, Iowa
GERDENA TE SLAA
Orange City, Iowa
THELMA TE SLAA
Hull, Iowa
ALVIN VAN ABBEMA
Huntley, Illinois
BEVERLEY VANDER BROEK
Orange City, Iowa
BEVERLY VANDER HAAG
Sanborn, Iowa
FIERMAN VANDER MATEN
Sheldon, Iowa
AUDREY VANDER SCHAAF
Orange City, Iowa
DON VANDER WEL
Orange City, Iowa
DARRELL TOP
Hills, Minnesota
PETER VALENTINE
Sioux Center, Iowa
NORMAN VAN DONSLEAR
Archer, Iowa
ROBERT VAN DRIEL
Orange City, Iowa
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DICK VAN HOLLAND
Rock Valley, Iowa
DELMAR VAN KLOMPENBURG
Alton, Iowa
,
STANTON VAN KLOMPENBURG
Orange City, Iowa
KATHLEEN VAN OLST
Orange City, Iowa
LAMBERT VAN OLST
Orange City, Iowa
NORMA VAN OORT
Orange City, Iowa
•
EDGAR VAN TUBERGEN
Hospers, Iowa
DOLORES VAN WYK
Sanborn, Iowa
MELVIN VAN PEURSEM
Orange City, Iowa
MARTHA VAN RULER
Lake Wilson, Minnesota
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WALTER VER STEEG
Orange City, Iowa
GENEVA VINK
Hull, Iowa
<
/I
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PETER WIELENGA
Orange City, Iowa
DWAYNE WESTRA
Rock Valley, 10W<1
CORNELIA ZYLSTRA
Hull, Iowa
LYDIA VOOGD
Buffalo Center, Iowa
PAUL VISSER
Orange City, Iowa
JOYCE VAN ZANTEN
Hospers, Iowa
EDWARD VELDHUIZEN
Edgerton, Minnesota
ROBERT VELLINGA
Orange City, Iowa
b
MEMBERS OF THE YM Cabinet are: Rev. Nattress, ad-
visor; Dale Boone. Larry Verdoorn, president; John Brou-
wer, secretary; Harold Vogelaar , vice president; Dick Bauer,
treasurer.
MEMBERS OF THE YW Cabinet are-s-Seated: Alfreda
Juffer, secretary; Eileen Smit. Joyce Schreur, Shirley Schaap,
Vernie Hulstein. STANDING: Shirley Schutt, Joan Rozen-
daal, Mildred Schuiteman, president; Wyonne Markus,
treasurer; Marlene Van Meetercn. Elvera Kots, Gerdena Te
Slaa, vice president; Miss Van Til, advisor.
REV. NATTRESS discusses youth problems with several
students after a "Y" service.
/
e~~
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The Young Men's and Young Women's Christian
Associations are two organizations on campus to
which a large number of the students belong. The
weekly meetings for worship and religious discussion
not only provide Christian fellowship and an in-
sight into the problems of young people in today's
world, but also give valuable training in Christian
leadership. Ordinarily, these two organizations
work separately in the planning of weekly meet-
ings but a few joint meetings are held when a spe·
cial speaker or film is available. On occasions they
combined their efforts in the sponsoring of social
functions, such as the All-College Mixers which
were held during the opening weeks of both the
first and second semester of this college year. In
November the "Y's" planned and assisted in pre-
senting the Consecration Week activities. A Col-
lege-Academy Christmas Program was held as a joint
project just before the Holiday vacation. The last
big effort of the combined "Y's" was the sponsoring
50 of the scholarship drive.
CONSECRATION WEEK Committee - SEATED: Elvera Kots and Mildred
Schuiteman. STANDING: Harold Vogelaar, Dick Bauer, John Brouwer, Rev.
Fylstra, Marge Bonthuis, Wayne Vander Schaaf, George Douma, Larry Verdoorn.
"Life in Chrisr't-c-what could be a more appropriate theme for a week set aside to
reconsecrate our lives to Christ and to grow in Him through prayer and worship
together. Rev. Daniel Fylstra was the guest speaker for this year's Consecration Week,
held November 12·16. Rev. Fylstra divided his theme up into five topics and discussed
one in each of the daily chapel services: Christ the Light of God, Christ the Power and
Wisdom of God, Life in Christ, A Christian's Sense of Direction, and Become What
You Are! The daily chapel messages were opportunities available for students to draw
closer to God and to become better acquainted with Him. Students were invited to
discuss problems with Rev. Fylstra. Evening prayer circles were held in the dorms for
anyone desiring to attend.
HARVARD KRUIZENGA
th~ Heemstra Hall lounge.
SPEAKS with Rev. Fylstra at
CONSECRATION WEEK
speaker, Rev. Daniel Fylstra
of Bellflower,. California.
ASSISTING REV. FYLSTRA IN one of the daily chapel
services are Charlene Jasper, Peter Andringa, and Dr.
Heemstra.
MR. VAN 'WYK, choir director, seriously contemplates
the next move.
CHOIR TOUR PLANS are discussed by Nelson Hymans,
choir president, and Duane Vande Berg, business manager.
FRONT ROW: Shirley Schut, Norma Mouw, Margaret Bras, Marvella Popkes, Lcrretta Mouw,
Carole Heemstra, Joyce Schreur, Judy Schoep, Laura Lubbers, Carol Fonkert, Janice Dontje,
Audrey Harms, Joan Rozendaal, Hendreoe Lammers, Gerdena Te Slaa, Esther Vande Weerd.
SECOND ROW: Connie Zylstra, Kaye Vander Maten, Marlene Vander Sloat, Audrey McMurray,
Kathy Lawrence, Harriet Blankers, Dorothy De Boer, Carolyn De long, Marilyn De Bruin,
Florence Schmidt, Beth Bas, Judy De Groot, Mildred Schuiteman, Marilyn Rozeboom, Marge
Bonthuis, Joyce Van Zanten. THIRD ROW: Sam Vander Schaaf, Duane Vande Berg, Darrell
Beernink, Bob Pryor, Dwayne Westra, Roger De Haan, Bobbie Hoogeveen, Nelson Hymans,
Merlin Foreman, Ed Veldhuizen, Arnold Haak, John Kraai, Dale Boone. FOURTH ROW: Terril
De jong, Alvin Van Abbema, Harold Vogelaar, Rodney Hulstein, Henry Kroon, Koenraad De
Jong, Benjamin Koerselman, Glen Sandbulte, David Smits, Marvin Huisman, Darrel Rensink,
George Douma, Larry Verdoorn, Merle Harberts.
MR. VAN WYK directs the choir at the Hotel Kent in an informal
concert while snowbound in Norton, Kansas.
STUDENTS ON the choir tour stretch their legs as
they enjoy the -beautiful Rocky Mountains at Denver,
Colorado.
Hush I A concert by the 29th A
Cappella Choir is about to begin.
Behind the director are the scores
of people who have come to re-
ceive inspiration; before him are
fifty people having fifty different
personalities and fifty distinct sing-
ing voices. Each one of these
voices must be guided, coaxed, and
toned down to blend perfectly with
forty-nine others. There is silence
for a moment, then suddenly the
air is filled with melodies of adora-
tion, admonition, comfort, and in-
vitation, each carrying its own mes-
sage of hope and praise. This is
the product of daily choir sessions,
section rehearsals, and individual
work. The benefits of the hours
spent in training and preparation
for concerts have been reaped many
times, and the members of the
choir will remember it as one of the
richer experiences of college life.
TH~ STUDENTS appear sleepy as they
begm a day of traveling at 5 a.m. Here
they left Springfield bound for Denver.
EVERYONE'S EYES are on director Van Wyk as the choir re-
hearses for its tour.
SEATED: Mary Kots, Alfreda Juffer, Shirley Schaap, Cornelia Zylstra, Ronald Muilenburg,
Wyonne Markus, Harriett Miersma, Geneva Vink. STANDING: Richard Bauer, Muryl Korver,
Joyce Beukelman, Gerdena Te SIaa, Marilyn Rozeboom, Marlene Van Meeteren, Arnold Haak,
John Kraai, Marie Landhuis, Harm Oldenkamp, Rev. Nattress.
CONNIE ZYLSTRA AND RON MUILENBURG, who are responsible for the
over-all organization of the "De Klompen," are working on page layouts.
JOHN KRAAI SPENT many of his spare moments behind the camera and in
the darkroom working on pictures for the yearbook.
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Work ... aspirin. more work an-
other aspirin. More than once this last year
the "De Klompen" staff has burned the mid-
night oil trying to meet those awkward things
called deadlines. "Where's that picture we
took yesterday?" "Is all the copy written for
page 75?" "Let's see who's working on this
page." Editor Ron Muilenburg had many
things to consider as he tried to help everyone
get number 73,496 completed. Rev. Natrress,
advisor. had a big task, too, as he set out to
copyread the pages when they were turned in.
But through it all the entire staff was striving
toward one goal-the completed 1957 "De
Klompen"-and this is it.
SECTION EDITORS for the 1957 "De
Klompen": Marie Landhuis, school life;
Gerdena Te Slaa, organizations; Harm
Oldenkamp, sports; Harriett Miersma,
freshmen; Geneva Vink, faculty;
Wyonne Markus, sophomores and as-
sistant editor.
I
COPY EDITOR Alfreda J uffer
works with Marilyn Rozeboom
and Mary Kots as they gather
ideas for copy to meet the next
deadline.
\
BUSINESS MANAGER, Shirley Schaap, and assist-
ant, Harold Moss, contact advertisers and arrange for
collection of money and payment of bills,
JOyce Beuk I
tYPin ( e man, Marlene Van Meeteren. and Joyce Schreur busy at their job of
g and erasing) copy sheets.
b
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Approximately once a month you will see frenzi
activity around the "Beacon" office and mailbox b
cause it is then that another issue of Northwester
newspaper is about to meet its deadline. Prof Kuip
advisor, and Mary Kots, editor, have been worki
very hard to make improvements in the "Beacon.
Several new columns including "Student Pulse," "C
toms in Other Lands," and "Campus Counsel" we
added this year. With the aid of these articles an
many more, the "Beacon" fulfilled its main purpose
presenting campus news to the student body.
MARY KOTS, "Beacon" editor, checks with assistant editors Joan
Rozendaal and Larry Verdoom to make sure that the paper is running
smoothly.
THE "BEACON" goes before its greates
critics-the student body.
SEATED: Marjorie Hartog, Harriett Miersma, Marilyn Rozeboom, Mary Kots, Harriet Blankers,
Marjorie Bonthuis, Joan Rozendaal. STANDING: Ronald Muilenburg, Larry Verdoorn, Prof
Kuiper, Stanton Van Klompenburg, David Smits, Norma Van Oort.
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BEFORE EVERY PUBLICATION date the staff
meets to formulate final plans for making "this issue
bigger and better than ever."
GEORGE DOUMA, manager; Norma Van Oort,
Stan Van Klompenburg. and Dave Smits make up
the Beacon business staff.
COPY STAFF MEMBERS Harold Kolenbrander,
Marilyn Rozeboom, and Ronald Muilenburg really
get a workout as each deadline nears.
/
~
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Harriett Miersma, Harriet Blankets, and Marge Bonthuis check up on the latest
news for their sections.
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DISCUSSING PLANS for the Tulip Festival stand is the item of
business at one of the senate meetings
SENATE OFFICERS: Darrell Beernink, second semester president;
Merle Harberts, treasurer; Joyce Schreur, secretary. NOT PICTURED:
Bobbie Hoogeveen, first semester president.
"Elected to represent" characterizes the mem-
bers of the student governing body at North-
western-the Student Senate. A student is
chosen by each campus organization to repre-
sent the organization in the attempt of the
student government to lead and unify the entire
student body. The Student Senate as a group
works to decide and to act upon any matter
involving the student's interests and to coop-
erate with the faculty and administration in
order to maintain good spirit and morale among
the students.
MERLE HARBERTS AND MARLENE VAN
MEETEREN, Homecoming co-chairmen, work on
final plans fat the event.
SEATED: Sam Vander Schaaf, David Smits, Marie Landhuis, Darrell Beernink, Bobbie Hoogeveen,
Merle Harberts, Joyce Schreur, Gerdena Te Slaa, Cornelia Zylstra. STANDING: Dale Boone,
David De Vries, Larry Verdoorn.
• •
SEATED: Laura Lubbers, Mary Kots, Alfreda Juffer, Shirley Schaap. STANDING: Darrell Beer-
oink, Larry Verdoom, Prof Carter, Glenn Van Rockel. and Woo Hi Lee.
SHIRLEYlOr' SCHAAP AND ALFREDA- ]UFFER, salutatorian and valedic-
I~ofth d' .Which h e gra uatmg class of 1957, demonstrate study techniques
ave helped them get ahead.
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Theta 'Phi Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa, Na-
tional Junior College Scholastic Honorary So-
ciety, was organized and approved at North-
western last year. This organization has as its
purposes to promote scholarship, to develop
character, and to cultivate fellowship among
American Junior College students. Eight
sophomores of the graduating class of 1957
were selected by the faculty on an entirely aca-
demic basis to be members of the fraternity.
The officers who were elected for this year
were Larry Verdoorn, president; Shirley Schaap,
vice president; Alfreda Juffer, secretary; and
Laura Lubbers, treasurer. Prof Jack Carter,
who acts as faculty sponsor of the Phi Theta
Kappa, also presided at the formal initiation
which was held on March 19, 1957.
SOME OF THE members of the tour.
ing gospel team gather outside the
church at Belmond, Iowa.
TOUR MEMBERS: Willem Kroon, Alfreda Iuffer, Gerdena Te Slaa, Rudolf Katerberg. Mar-
vella Popkes, Mildred Schuiteman, John Brouwer, Florence Schmidt, Shirley Schaap, and Rev.
Nattress.
Christian Fellowship is probably the most active youth group on campus. Its members
are not only future ministers and missionaries, but also students who wish to live lives
dedicated to Christ no matter what their choice of life work may be. It holds monthly
meetings for prayer and conference with Christian leaders and is sponsored by 'Dr.
Heemstra. The most important activity of the organization is the sending of gospel
teams to various churches of the area. During recent years they have sponsored an
annual spring vacation tour. This year the touring team visited churches in Minnesota
and northern Iowa. Everyone who has taken part knows and realizes the excellent op-
portunity they have had in witnessing for Christ.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MEMBERS: Harriet Blankers, Beverly Vander Haag, Carl De Jong,
Florence Schmidt, Joan Rozendaal, John Brouwer, Alfreda Juffer, Joyce Van Zanten, Willem
Kroon, Sylvia Vander Kooi, Ruth Hookman, Wyonne Markus, Harold Vogelaar, Joann Wiersema,
Jane Rens, Verland Kruse, Lavonne Sterler. 60
I.R,C. MEMBERS: Prof Nieuwenbuis. Bobby Pryor, Harold Vogelaar, Willem Kroon, Wyonne
Markus, Marlene Van Meeteren, Arnold Haak, John Brouwer, Larry Verdoorn.
This year the International Relations Club held many interesting and
inspiring meetings, upholding at all times its purpose, to stimulate
interest and knowledge in world affairs; to promote friendly relations
with those of other nationalities and to further deepen our insights
into those things which work toward the implanting of Christian
brotherhood.
The officers this year were Harold Vogelaar, president; Willem Kroon,
vice president; Marlene Van Meeteren, secretary-treasurer; Wyonne
Markus, reporter; and Prof Neiuwenhuis, faculty advisor,
STUDENTgroup di S HAVE opportunity to keep up on world affairs through the meetings; here a
'scusses the Middle East crisis.
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PRESIDENT, "BUD" VOGELAAR,
behind the speaker's stand at a monthly
meeting,
TAKING TIME OUT from studying to catch up on the
news are Bert Vander Walde, Rich Kuhlers. and Dale
Boone.
SOME OF THE residents pose at the front entrance of
their college home.
DYKSTRA HALL, home of college men, stands just to the north
of the campus.
..
1
Dykstra Hall was really "bursting at the seams" this year and
many of the boys had to find room elsewhere. Although the
boys like to complain about the fixing up that needs to be done
in their dorm, most of them agree that dorm life is great. At
any rate, it is not monotonous. Playing cupid, prescribing a pet
"flu" remedy to an unfortunate patient, and repairing suddenly
broken plumbing were only a few of the many activities carried
on by the residents. Of course, some studying is done, but the
fellows make certain that too much studying doesn't give them
an unbalanced life. All residents eagerly await the time when a
new dorm will replace the present structure.
DORM COUNCIL members include Jim Schclhaas. John Brouwer,
president; Darrell Top, treasurer; Bob Wissink, and Larry Verdoorn, vice
president.
FOR VERLAND KRUSE, Room 101 is a good place to study for
the final week of semester tests.
r
DORM COUNCIL members include Elvera Kots, Sylvia Vander Kooi,
Audrey De Berg, secretary; Esther Vande Weerd, president; Kathy
Lawrence, treasurer; and Joyce Benkelman.
An active organization working for the dormitory girls is that of
the Heemstra Hall dorm council. Its main purposes are to con-
sider suggestions and recommendations made by the residents,
plan social events, and assume responsibility for upholding ac-
cepted regulations. For those girls who cannot commute back
and forth to their own home each day, Heemstra Hall provides
a very enjoyable home away from home.
MARLENE VAN MEETEREN is shown here in a typical studyscene.
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REGULAR VESPER services are held, at which the girls
lead singing and devotions.
MRS. POLL, house mother and counselor to all
"Heemstra Hallites," relaxes at the lounge piano.
HEEMSTRA HALL, the college home of fifty-two girls,
adds an attractive touch to the west end of the campus.
OFFlCERS OF Northwestern's branch of ET.A. are installed as Miss Huffman reads
the form. Mr. W. K. Price, guest speaker for the occasion, and Prof Bum watch Marilyn
Rozeboom, treasurer; Florence Schmidt, secretary; Helen Van Klompenburg, president;
and Ruth De Beer, vice president.
THESE STUDENTS have just become members of KBK at the im-
pressive Initiation ceremony.
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America needs more teachers and each
year many are graduated from Non}.
western with a two year pre-profee.
sional teaching certificate. Methods
courses, supplemented with the h;story
of education and the details of school
law, are climaxed by the practical ex-
perience of student teaching. Kappa
Beta Kappa or the Future "Teachers
Association is designed to prepare
prospective teachers for the challenge
of modern American schools. Monthly
meetings were held and usually some
person with experience in educational
work was invited to lead the discus-
sion. Besides getting practical infor-
mation of interest to teachers, the stu-
dents have opportunity to see the edu-
cational program on a wider scale
through the delegates sent to the an-
nual convention of the Iowa Future
Teachers Association at Des Moines
and to the semi-annual regional meet-
ings which are held in nearby colleges.
PAT BALLOU reads a story to a group of
graders during her student teaching experience.

UNPACKING FOR A new school term are Donna Houtsma and
Gladys De Boer.
NORM DYKSTRA finds that stuffing a pillow
into a pillowcase is no easy task when rushed
at the all-college mixer.
PROF WEBER'S ADVICE helps Donald Dieken
and Fawzy Simon to overcome registration blues.
ENTRANCE TESTS are our first college experience.
--
The students get right into the swing of college life
during their first week at NJC. During the testing
and registration activities, freshmen find many new
friends, and sophomores revive old acquaintances.
The first all-college social function brings everyone
to the realization that the school year has really
begun. The weeks rush by as we meet new profes-
sors and become accustomed to new college classes.
Probably one of the hardest adjustments to make is
that of relearning "how to study" because by this
time we have found that vacation has truly ended.
Ruth Bruggom. Harriet Blankers, Beverly Vander Haag, and Ruth
Hockman seem prepared for that first eight o'clock class.
"LETS SEE, who's here this morning?" asks Prof Nieu-
wenhuis.
SCIENCE CLASS is interrupted
as all eyes turn toward the pho-
tographer.
JEROLD DYKSTRA FINDS that homework must be done.
Bugle call at six o'clock on Thursday morning left no one
sleeping-not even professors. Thursday evening a noisy
band and a snake dance brought us to a pep meeting and
bonfire. Immediately afterwards the animated crowd
moved to Science Hall and thoroughly enjoyed a variety
program featuring a hilarious faculty skit, which starred
"Elvis Presley" Bunz, "Davie Crockett" Stegenga, "Annie
Oakley" Smith, and other noted performers.
Friday afternoon at the coronation ceremonies, Audrey
McMurray was crowned Queen by President Stegenga in
the presence of her court, the student body, and a large
crowd of alumni and friends. Following this impressive
event the parade of floats and bands took place. The
parade was led by the beautiful quecn's float.
At the homecoming game with Norfolk, Nebraska, school
spirit reached its height as the enthusiastic student body
cheered the "Red Raiders" on their fight for victory. How-
ever, Northwesternites were sadly disappointed when the
exciting game ended in Norfolk's favor.
BEN KOERSELMAN AND MARILYN DE BRUIN
everyone at the girls' dorm with blaring trumpets.
NORMAN NORFOLK hangs at dawn.
REV. AND MRS. NATTRESS greet
the early- morning cheering students
with a pep talk.
EXHAUSTED, BUT enthusiastic, cheer-
leaders lead the yells at the bonfire.
AUDREY McMURRAY is crowned Homecoming
Queen of 1957.
QUEEN AUDREY'S attendants are Helen Van
Klompenburg and Margaret Bras, sophomores;
Marjorie Bonthuis and Arloa Korver, freshmen;
Janice Hartog and Arlee Hymans, academy; and
Jimmy Heemstra, crownbearer.
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SOPHOMORE FLOAT portraying
The new auditorium carries out the
homecoming theme: "Progress is
our Product."
RON MUJLENBURG receives the trophy
from Queen Audrey for the prize winning
sophomore float.
GIRLS' DORM residents used a stork
standing beside Heemstra Hall to em-
phasize their theme, "We're expecting a
victory."
FRESHMAN FLOAT
when the wind played
float.
BOB HOOGEVEEN runs through the
hoop as he leads the team between two
lines of cheering students.
"luck ran out"
havoc with their
STEEL,CONCRETE, wire, and brick blend into a new design near the end of the
schoolterm.
Included in the Homecoming ac-
tivities was the ground.breaking
ceremony for the new multi-pur-
pose auditorium being built on
East Campus. As soon as weather
permitted, men and machines
moved into operation to begin
working. This building continues
the expansion program being car-
ried on at N]C in preparation for
a four-year college.
MOUNTAINS OF DIRT and a hum of activity gave first evidence of Northwestern's latest ex-
pansion project.
lOOKING NORTHEAST, this is the architect's idea of the new auditorium.
On N]Cs campus, many opportunities
are provided for experiencing the "finer
things of life." Various social functions
such as the FaIl Formal and the concert
series broaden the students' cultural life.
Serious moments for meditation are pro-
vided daily in chapel, Y.M.CA. and
YW.CA. Insight into world problems
are provided through the I.R.C All of
these activities and the many hours spent
attending lecture and lab sessions have
given the students a wider perspective on
life.
STUDENTS ARE REFRESHED with punch
at the Fall Formal.
LARRY VERDOORN PRESIDES at weekly
Y.M.CA. meeting, a time for fun and fellow-
ship.
MR. RALPH MAGELSSEN, baritone
virtuoso, performs at one of the finer
concert series programs.
CONNIE ZYLSTRA PLAYS an organ accompaniment for one of the chapel
services.
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STUDENTS OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
work diligently, and sometimes in vain, to find
the "unknown" in qualitative analysis.
-
MR. VAN WYK LISTENS carefully as Ben
Koerselman practices during a vocal lesson.
MOLARS, MAXILLAS, MANDIBLES, and other
similar terms take on meaning when Prof Carter
uses the skeleton of a homo sapiens to show Harvard
Kruizenga exactly where these bones are located.
TINKER TOYS ARE USED even in college classes; here
Prof Weber uses them to explain the make-up of organic
mole<:ules.
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"LET'S SEE, who should 1 ask?" is a puzzling problem
for Kathy Lawrence.
THE BOYS APPEAR TO ENJOY the extra attention they receive
during Dutch Treat Week.
COURTESIES ARE REVERSED as Dolores Gceringer
carries books and holds the door for Junior Wabeke.
Here's what happens when coeds take over the
"gentlemanly responsibilities" at N]C. Instead of
the girls eagerly awaiting the jangle of the telephone,
it is the boys who rush to answer the ringing phone.
During this week girls escorted their dates to the
Monday evening Political Rally and the Scavenger
Hunt on Tuesday evening. On Wednesday night
the girls could choose their own place of entertain-
ment. Thursday evening brought Micheal Tree to
Northwestern's stage, With the food at the sandpit
and the couples in town, the Friday night hayride
brought the week to a wonderful but hungry close,
~--
DRINK ALL YOU CAN, boys, the girls foot all bills for the pop bust.
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HARD WORK AND a lot of practice
helped to make our team the finest in
the state.
THE SNAPPY pep band promotes school
spirit by the inspiring "Go U North-
western."
Chapel chairs are shoved aside and
basketball practice begins. While
the prospective players develop
skills, the coach and interested pro-
fessors observe the improvement.
Good pep meetings with humorous
skits help to spur the team on to
victories. The peppy pep band
boosted school spirit at pep meet-
ings and home games. Good team-
work and enthusiasm brought VIC-
tory after victory to the Red
Raiders.
INTERESTED FACULTY MEMBERS observe the "all-stars" vs the "B" squad
intramural game.
ARE WE GOING to beat Norfolk? Commuting coeds give a preview of the
anticipated outcome of the evening's game as they "de-feet Norfolk."
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SCIENCE HALL becomes a winter" wonderland as
snow clings to the ivy covered walls.
PRISCILLA MILLER plays soft Christmas music
complementing the Holiday season.
II
Joyous carols and holiday greetings
fill the crisp December air as Christ-
mas is heralded in. After the annual
caroling for the faculty, residents of
the Pioneer Home, and patients of
the hospital, the cheerful but cold
singers warm up with hot chili in the
college dining hall. Then, just before
the holiday vacation, the dorm students
enjoy a dress-up supper with delight-
ful background music which provided
the proper atmosphere.
, ~ ,
'.. ~" •
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THE CHRISTMAS DRESS-UP DINNER
brings Holiday spirit to the dorm students.
COLD TOES AND RED NOSES are forgotten as these
carolers sing for others with the spirit of the season.
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1 AFTER MONTHS of theory come weeks of applica-
tion for Marie Landhuis, one of 38 student teachers.
HELEN VAN KLOMPENBURG
enjoys teaching her third grade' read-
ing class while her cooperating
teacher supervises and offers helpful
suggestions.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION at Northwestern took a stride forward through the action of the
Board of Trustees at the annual spring meeting. In accordance with the change in Iowa Education
Laws which will soon require a B.A. degree for elementary teaching, the Board approved a four-
year teacher training program.
FACULTY ENTHUSIASM is portrayed in their skit at the pre-tournament pep meeting. Profes-
sors let down their dignity and showed their spirit in a skit that was tremendously enjoyed by the
entire student body.
MODELING cheerleader's outfits was only
one of the many varied activities which occur-
red in the Fort Dodge hotels during the state
tournament.
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A JUBILANT CROWD cheers the Red Raiders on to victory.
A VICTORY SKIT presented by Mary Onken, LaVonne Kooima. and Harriet
Blankers recalls events of the state tournament.
THE GLORY DAY victory parade is led down Washington Avenue by the fire
truck with the state champs and the cheerleaders aboard.
YEA- TEAM-FIGHT 'EM-the Cheer,Jtad-
ers exert every effort to cheer the team pn to
the championship.
COACH COLEN BRANDER relaxes
at a roller skating party following
the pressure of the tournament.
WARM SPRING days boost sales at the lemonade stand.
JOHN BROUWER AND
SCHMIDT show what happens
sprir-g. a young man's fancy
FLORENCE
when "In the
THEIR HARD BED doesn't stem to bother Norma Van Oort and Alice Belt-
man as they catch "forty winks" between classes.
PROF CARTER examines his plants with lab assistant Larry Verdoorn,
as Willard Boscaljon looks on,
C()f.1MUTING COEDS gather to watch a spring softball
game between the boys' dorm and the boys' lounge.
COMMUTING COEDS participate in a gossip-fun session
while eating their bucket lunches.
W((K.
DOROTHY DE BOER AND ARNOLD HAAK rehearse
an original "Prelude in E Minor."
MISS SMITH appraises the art work of Jim Balkema and
Dick Bauer as they prepare their prize-winning exhibits.
"DETERMINED" Darrel Reosink grimly readies his paddle to
receive an opponent's serve in the year-round sport of ping-
pong.
r PURCHASING BOOKS and school supplies is a familiar job for
every student of N]C.
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CAST YOUR .BALLOT HERE!! Delmar Van
Klompenburg and Melvin Van Peurseum do
just that as Dave Smith makes sure all pro-
ceedings are carried through legally.
MARGE BONTHUIS presents a Bible reading
to the first hour speech class.
PART OF THE FACULTY and administrative staff take time out for a picture during a faculty
meeting. SEATED: Nieuwenhuis. England, Van Til, Huffman, Smith. STANDING: Mouw,
Weber, Carter, Colenbrander, Bum, De Vries, Hubers, Kuiper, Nattress.
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MRS. MONTGOMERY (jane Rens) and Marian
Townsend (Harriet Blankers) are welcomed at
Dr. Slope's home by Maria (Shirley Schaap).
DR. SLOPE (Willem Kroon) tells sister Lavinia
(LaVonne Sterler) of his daughter's sensitivity,
THIS SCENE IN Dr. Slope's nineteenth century living room shows laVonne Sterler,
Harriet Blankers, Dave De Vries, Willem Kroon, Marjorie Hartog, Pat Ballou, Dave
Walgenbach as they portray a touching scene.
;~ll-lERINE SLOPER (Ruth De Beer)
an Morris Townsend (Dave De Vries)
Ie a romantic pair.
ARTHUR TOWNSEND (Dave Walgen-
bach) and his wife Marian (Carolyn De
jong ) arrive at the Slope residence.
Time was turned back 100 years
on April 30 and May 2 when Sci-
ence Hall auditorium became the
setting for "The Heiress." The
skillful acting Of the eleven member
cast under the direction of Mrs,
England plus the excellent staging
and lighting effects succeeded in
making this play one of NJCs
finest.
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ADMIRING ONE OF the beautiful campus tulip beds are Allan Koster, \X/yonne
Markus, Connie Zylstra, and Rich Kuhlers.
A CIRCLE OF Dutch-garbed college girls
forms a circle for the Dutch drill.
Tulip festival is an annual com-
munity event in which many of
the college students participa~e.
Margaret Bras, Marge Bonthuis,
Gladys De Boer" and Arloa
Korver, chosen as princesses,
gave the college good repre-
sentation in the queen's court.
A large number of the girls took
part in the festivities by riding
on many of the colorful floats
and performing in the Dutch
drill.
NJCS PRIZE·WINNING entry in the
Festival parade.
RIDING ONE OF THE floats are
NJC coeds Thelma Peelen, Sylvia
Vander Kooi, Judy Schoep, and Ruth
Bru,ggom.
\
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Recognition for academic and
co-curricular achievements IS
bestowed annually upon those
who are deserving. Depart-
mental awards were given in
mathematics, chemistry, educa-
tion, English, and art. Scholar-
ship certificates were presented
to members of Phi Theta Kappa.
Co-curricular honors recognized
those who participated in drama,
music, journalism, and athletics.
CCRRTCULAR AWARDS: Bobby Pryor, English;
Alfreda juffer. education; Marion Hubers, mathe-
matics. NOT PICTURED: Harold Kolenbrander,
chemistry.
PHI THETA KAPPA certificate winners: Shirley Schaap, Alfreda j uffcr , Laura
Lubbers, Mary Kots. Darrell Bcemiok. Larry Verdoorn, Glenn Van Roekel, and
Won Hi Lee.
CO. CURRICULAR WINNERS: WiIlem Kroon and l.aVonne Sterler. drama;
Dick Bauer, art; Margaret Bras, choir; Jim Balkema, art.
JOURNALISM AWARDS: Mary Kots, Ron·
aid Muilenburg, Shirley Schaap, Marlene Van
Meeteren, Wyonne Markus, John Kraai.
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·SHINING STARS AND shimmering candles make a night in the "Starlight Club" enchanting.
Much scheming, planning, smuggling of
blue and silver materials, and hard work
by the freshmen culminated in the annual
all-college banquet on May 10. Science
Hall Auditorium was transformed from an
ordinary gym into a beautiful palace of
dreams and stardust. The tables for four,
the soft candlelight, the excellent food, the
blue of the sky, and the stars twinkling
overhead created a wonderful atmosphere
for the,
I
, I
THE CRE'WCUTS, Nelson Hymans, Richard Busk, Duane Vande Berg,
and Terry De Jong, added to the splendor of the banquet.
ENJOYING THE LOVELY stage garden are Dale
Boone and Mary Jo Onken.
CELEBRITIES, BOTH vocal and instrumental, line the head
table.
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ALUMNI, NEW and old, gather for their annual banquet.
BOBBY PRYOR reads a selection at the
farewell chapel service.
WORKMEN PLACE the cornerstone of the new auditorium in proper
position.
DARRELL BEERNINK, student body pres-
ident, speaks a few words before placing
an item in the cornerstone.
SOME OF THE 79 graduates relive college experiences in
the last minutes before commencement.
CLASS MOTTO
Education is a companion which no misfortune can depress-
no crime destroy-no enemy alienate-no despotism enslave.
VALEDICTORIAN Alfreda j uf-
fer receives her Associate in Arts
degree from Dr. Stegenga.
SALUTATORIAN Shirley Sch-
aap presents her address.
WITH .DIPLOMAS in hand, graduates make their way out of school life into
life's school.
AFTER RECEIVING congratulations, students
bid each other farewell.

FRONT ROW: Darrel Rensink, manager; Jim Schelbaas. Bobbie Hoogeveen, Darrell Beernink,
Truman Bartels, Bob Wissink, Alden Berkenpas, Wilbur Adena. Dale Schuck. Harm Oldenkamp,
Glen Sandbulte, Dale Boone, Larry Schaap, Norman Beltman. Wilmer Van Berkurn. Paul Visser.
BACK ROW: Jack Carter, assistant coach; Bob Van Oriel. Sam Vander Schaaf. Harold Kolen-
brander, John Muilenburg, Darrell Top, Junior Wabeke. Dirk Muyskens, Norman Dykstra, Richard
Bauer, Lee Van Engelenhoven, John Brouwer, Richard Kuhlcrs. Roger Mouw, Peter Valentine,
John Nagel, Jim Bergsma, Harold Vogelaar, Cap Wabeke, Jim Balkerna, Paul Colenbrander, coach.
CO-CAPTAINS Darrell Beernink and Bobbie Hoogeveen dis-
cuss game strategy with coaches Colenbrander and Carter in the
final practice session of the season.
STUDENT MANAGER, Darrel Ren-
sink, cleans equipment after a long
practice season.
II
ALDEN BERKENPAS FINDS an opening in the
defense of Waldorf as he carries the ball for good
gain.
CAP WABEKE, End
All-Conference
JOHN MUILENBURG, Center
All-Conference
CAP WABEKE THROWS a key block to allow
Darrell Beernink a chance to reach paydirt.
ALDEN BERKEN PAS fights for more yardage against Waldorf.
The Red Raiders football squad had a lot of spirit but
lacked experience. They finished their season with a
4-3-1 rally. The Raiders looked good in spots and
with the freshmen coming up the Northwestern
eleven could prove a difficult assignment for any team
next year. Outstanding players on NJCs squad re-
ceived various honors. John Muilenburg was named
as the first team all-conference center and Cap
Wabeke was picked as a first team end. Second team
honors went to Roger Mouw, tackle, and Darrell
Beernink, quarterback. Northwestern players on the
all-conference honorable mention list included Jim
Bergsma, John Nagel, John Brouwer, Bob Hoogeveen,
Glen Sandbulte, Dirk Muyskens, Pete Valentine,
Alden Berkenpas, and Harold Vogelaar.
Probably the most outstanding play of the 1956 foot-
ball season was the "second and 80" run made by
Duane Vande Berg in the Fort Dodge game.
lVe They
20 Luther ------ 6
6 Mason City -------------------------_20
19 Worthington - ------19
12 Buena Vista Jr. Var _- -.._.14
12 Waldorf 6
9 Norfolk - --- --- 24
21 Fort Dodge -----------39
13 Estherville - ---------- 7
DARRELL BEERNINK makes his way into the end zone with only
seconds to go, as the Raiders defeated Waldorf 12-6.
NORTHWESTERN'S ADVANCE is stopped by Norfolk before a large crowd of Homecoming
fans.
FRONT RO\X/; David Symens, Larry Schaap, Dirk Muyskens. Darrell Top. Darrel Rensink
John Muilenburg, Marvin Huisman. BACK ROW: Paul Colenbrander. coach; Alden Bcrkenpas,
Darrell Beernink. Duane Vande Berg, Lewis Wierda. Richard Bauer, Harm Oldenkamp, Bob
Wissink, manager.
The 1956-57 basketball team has left little doubt that it was the finest that ever repre·
sented Northwestern College. Under the able direction of Coach Paul Colenbrander
the Red Raiders marched their way to an undefeated conference crown, the regional
championship, and then on to the top in the state jaycee tourney. Their final 19-2
record is only a small indication of the terrific power that the team displayed. They
cracked the century mark three times, including a 106-55 crushing of Clarinda in the
first round of the state tournament. Only an overtime loss to interstate rival Worth-
ington and a three point deficit to the South Dakota State junior varsity blotted the
Raiders' record. Some of the outstanding games of the regular season were a 95-92
edging of a highly-regarded Morningside junior varsity squad, a 90-79 win over pre-
viously unbeaten Worthington before an overflow crowd, and an 88-73 decision at
the expense of Waldorf for the conference crown. Teamwork and cooperation seemed
to be the key to the team's success, as they compiled an average of over 90 points per
game----compared to the opposition's 70. Individual honors were also awarded to sev-
eral team members. Lou Wierda' and Alden Berkcnpas were named to the first All-
state team at their center and guard positions respectively. Darrell Beernink was named
at the same time as a guard on the second All-state team.
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LOU WIERDA, Center
Pirst All-State
ALDEN BERKEN PAS, Guard
First Atl-Stete
ALDEN BERKENPAS GOES up for
two points in the final game of the
state tourney.
DARRELL BEERNINK, Guard
Second All-Suue
LOU WI ERDA TRIES in vain to
snare a rebound from a Waldorf
player in a game which gave North-
western a clear-cut conference cham-
pienship.
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DARRELL BEERNINK MANEUVERS for position around
the defensive tactics of an Estherville player.
DICK BAUER
Center
DUANE VANDE BERG FINDS
the ball just off his fingertips as
he tries to control a missed free
throw in the final game of the
season.
HARM OLDENKAMP
Forward
DUANE VANDE BERG
Forward
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JOHN MUILENBURG
Guard
DARREL RENSINK
Guard
HARM OLDENKAMP ATTEMPTS a shot from under-
neath as an anxious tournament crowd looks on.
ALDEN BERKEN PAS SHOWS his ability to get out of
the "rough spots" as he attempts to go around the out-
stretched arm of an Estherville player.
� nry
89 Dordt ~~~~~~~... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~65
101 Luther". .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~.69
93 Fort Dodge ~.~70
96 Waldorf ..~69
87 Norfolk ~~.~82
96 Emmetsburg ~70
89 Estherville 58
94 Dordt ~ 58
90 Worthington .79
64 South Dakota State Jr. VaL .~67
87 Eort Dodge ~~~ 75
88 Waldorf ..~~ 73
93 Luther 59
91 Estherville 65
86 Worthington ..~ 91
overtime
71 Emmetsburg __.. .. " ..... _.__- 35
95 Morningside ]r. Var. 92
102 Westmar JL VaL~~~..... .~88
State Tournament
106 Clarinda~~~~ 55
91 Grandview __ __77
overtime
....7385 Eagle Grove
DARRELL BEERNINK defies gravity as he prepares to add
two more points to the Northwestern cause.
DUANE VANDE BERG finds the mark during the crucial
moments of the state championship game.
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The Red Raiders proved themselves to their utmost
in the state junior college tournament at Webster
City. They came into the tourney with an unblem-
ished conference record and the top offensive and
defensive marks in the state. They soon became the
choice as the team to beat. But being put in the
favorite's role by no means assured them of the title
position. The first victim of the Northwestern at-
tack was Clarinda. The Comets posed some trouble
during the early part of the game, but once the
Raiders began to hit, they turned the contest into a
106-55 rout. The second game was a nightmare for
both teams. This time the Red Raiders were forced
into an overtime to defeat a stubborn Grand View
team 91-77. This game probably held more thrills
and excitement than any other of the season's games.
The Bluejays hit well over 70 per cent of their shots
from the field, but the Raiders overcame the deficit
by connecting on 33 out of 37 possible free throws
in a game which saw the ~core tied 21 times. The
final game was also a difficult assignment. The team
was able to hold a comfortable ten point margin
during much of the game, but with less than five
minutes to go they saw the lead diminish and for a
short time completely disappear. However, a late
surge gave the Raiders the needed points as they cap.
tured the tournament crown at the expense of Eagle
Grove, 85-73.
LOU WIERDA takes the tip-off to give Northwestern control early in
the game.
THE RED RAIDERS
happy group after the
defeat of Grand View.
were a
overtime
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JEFFERSON GYMNASIUM was a scene of joy and
happiness after the Raiders defeated Eagle Grove
for the crown.
CLIMAXING A HARD battle Coach
Colen brander and team members
Duane Vande Berg, Alden Berkenpas.
Lou Wierda, and Darrell Beemink, are
presented with the state champs'
trophy.
EXUBERANT STUDENTS DISPLAY THEIR emotions as the trophies are presented.
THE CHEERING FIVE: Marie Landhuis, Beth Bas, Bob Pryor, Audrey McMurray, and Dorothy
De Boer.
The stands stir with the discordant sound of unrelated human voices. Suddenly, onto
the floor flash five figures in red and white ... five figures that mold the cacophony
from a monstrous mumble to well-organized roar. The Northwestern cheerleaders are
again at their familiar role of cheering on the Raider teams to victory. They have
filled an important position this year, not just cheering at the many games, both home
and away; but instituting pep meetings, searching for new yells, and painting posters-
invaluable services for which they receive little or no glory. It's only their way of
saying "We're behind you, Raiders," with words as well as deeds.
LET'S GO, GANG, LET'S GO ... is the yell led by Dorothy, Audrey, Beth and Marie.
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CAP WABEKE AND PAUL VISSER try for the
target on a warm spring day.
RULES DON'T SEEM to mean too much during a practice session before the faculty-
academy volleyball game.
ROGER DE HAAN AND JIM BERGSMA await the pitch in the
dorm vs. lounge series.
A PRIZED POSSESSION-the conference championship
trophy-is presented to Dr. Stegenga by Lou Wierda.
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BOB WISSINK, basketball student manager, hangs up the uniforms at the
end of another successful season.
COACH COLEN BRANDER presents the
ping-pong trophy to Stan Sybesma.
WALLY VAN MEETEREN RETURNS
his opponents' serve as Glenn Van
Roekel awaits his chance.
ALL EYES ARE ON THE BALL as
the faculty tries to stop the eventual
champs of the volleyball tourney.
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EDWIN DOPPENBERG: Hi-Y 2, 3, 4; Choir 2, 3, 4;
Student Council 2; Class officer 3; Play 4; Accordion
trio 1, 2.
ERNEST FEDDERS: Class officer 3; Basketball 3,
4, letterman 3, 4; Hi-Y 1, 3, 4.
\
MAYRIS HAVERDJNK: Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Girls' Glee 1,
2, 3, 4; V-Teens 1, 2, 3, 4; Class officer 1, 4, president 4;
Forensics 1, 2, 4; Play 4; Pep Club 4.
JANICE HARTOG: Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Girls' Glee 1,
2, 3, 4; V-Teens 1, 2, 3, 4; Annual staff 1; Stu-
dent Council 4; Forensics 1, 2, 4; Play 3, 4; Sparks
staff 1, 2; Class Officer 2, 3, president 3; Pep club
4, president 4; "Y" Cabinet 3.
DENNIS BELTMAN: Hi-Y 1, 2, 3, 4; Class president 2;
Choir 2, 3, 4; Basketball 3, 4, letterman 3, 4; Student
Council I; Forensics I; Play 4.
JANICE DE GROOT: V-Teens 1, 2, 3, 4, officer 2;
Class Officer 3,4; Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Girls' Glee 1, 2,
3, 4; Forensics 1, 2; Play 3, 4; Pep club 4, offi-
cer 4.
GERALD FEDDERS: Hi-Y 3, 4; Basketball 3, 4, letter-
man 4; Student Council 3; Transfer from Orange City 3.
MARY HAARSMA: Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Girls' Glee
1, 2, 3, 4; V-Teens 1, 2, 3, 4; "Y" Cabinet 4;
Forensics 1, 2, 4; Pep club 4.
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ALLEN ZEVENBERGEN, Basketball 3; Choir 2, 3,
4; Hi-Y 1, 3, 4; Class officer 1; Band 1, 2, 3, 4.
PRESIDENT Mayris Haverdink
VICE PRESIDENT Janice De Groot
SECRETARY-TREASURER Judy Natteess
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ROGER MOUW: Basketball 3; Choir 2, 3; Hi-Y 2, 3, 4;
Transfer from Newkirk 2.
WARREN MOUW: Basketball 3, 4, letterman 3, 4;
Choir 4; Hi-Y 3, 4; Student Council president 4;
Play 4; Transfer from Newkirk 2.
WAYNE VANDER SCHAAF: Choir 2, 3, 4; Basketball
3, 4; Student Council 4; Hi-Y 1, 2, 3, 4, president 4; "Y"
Cabinet 3, 4; Play 4; One-act play 4.
MARVELLA VANDER WILT, Choir 1, 2, 3, 4;
Class officer 2; V-Teens 1, 2, 3, 4, president 4,
officer 2; Student Council 4; Girls' Glee 1, 2, 3. 4;
Forensics 4; Pep club 4, officer 4.
JUDITH NATTRESS: Class officer 1, 4; V-Teens 1, 2, 3,
4, officer 2; Annual staff 3, 4, editor 4; Sparks staff 2, 3,
4, editor 4; Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Girls' Glee 1, 2, 3, 4; Stu-
dent Council 2, 3, officer 2; Cheerleader 4; One-act play
2, 3, 4; Forensics 2, 3, 4; Play 3, 4; Band 1, 2.
ARLIN PLENDER: Basketball 3; Hi-Y 3, 4; Trans-
fer from Orange City 3.
PRESIDENT.
VICE PRESIDENT ...
SECRETARY
TREASURER
Leon, Wes, and Laura. NOT PICWRED: Arloa.
-
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"'. Laura De Blauw
. Wes De Kock
. Arloa Hymans
Leon Aalberts
Leon Aalberts
Peter Andringa
Wesley Bruxvoort
Laura De Blauw
Wesley De Kock
Glenda Engbers
Roger Hoff
Kenneth Hofmeyer
ArIoa Hymans
Merlyn Jasper
Judy Muilenburg
Vergil Muilenburg
Harold Pennings
Marla Vander Brake
Clarence Vander Veen
Bob Vogelaar
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PRESIDENT Wally Boer
VICE PRESIDENT Mary Poll
SECRETARy , .. Charlene Jasper
TREASURER. . Wayne Langstraat
Judith Bloemendaal
Waldon Boer
Winnie De Young
Bernard Fedders
Arden Jasper
Charlene Jasper
George Knowles
Wa yoe Langstraat
Arlene Mans
Dorothy Mouw
Mary Poll
Ruth Stephens
Roger Vander Schaaf
Arnold Vogel
Wayne, Charlene, Mary, and Wally.
cPRESIDENT. .. Virgil Haverdink
VICE PRESIDENT Ron Koldenhoven
SECRETARY-TREASURER Nelva Dykhuizen
Tom De Koster
Don Den Hartog
Nclva Dykhuizen
Joyce Fedders
Marlo Fedders
John Gesink
Geraldine Haarsma
Paul Hartog
Virgil Haverdink
Carolyn Jasper
Ronald Katje
Ronald Koldenhoven
Charlene Moss
Marilyn Mouw
Duane Vander Brake
Dennis Vander Maaten
Geneva Van Engen
Lee D. Wiersma
Mary Wobbema ..
FRONT ROW: Mary Wobbema, Ger-
aldine Haarsma, Arlene Mans, Mary
Haarsma, Judy Nattress, Carolyn Jas-
per, Geneva Van Engen, Nelva Dyk-
huizen, Janice Hartog, Marilyn Mouw,
Joyce Fedders, Janice De Groot, Mary
PoJl, Dorothy Mouw, Ruth Stephens,
Charlene Moss, Mayris Haverdink.
BACK ROW: Judith Bloemendaal,
Charlene Jasper, Mrs. Poll, advisor;
Laura De Blauw, Marvella Vander
Wilt, president; Judy Muilenburg,
Winnie De Young.
The Yc'Feens and Hi-Yare branches of the Y.W.CA. and Y.M.CA., respectively. The
purpose is to build better young men and women for tomorrow. The Yc'Ieens had a
theme, "This United States." Each girl who has visited some interesting place has
given a speech or has shown slides of her trip. The Hi·Y had special speakers, sports,
and films. The highlight of the year was the "Martin Luther" film.
FRONT ROW: Roger Vander Schaaf,
Dennis Vander Maaten, Arden Jasper,
Paul Hartog, Virgil Haverdink, Don
Den Hartog, Tom De Koster. SECOND
ROW: Eddie Doppenburg, Pete An-
dringa, Vergil Muilenburg, Wayne
Vander Schaaf, president; Ronald Katje,
Leon Aalberts, Lee Wiersma. THIRD
ROW: Roger Mouw, Arlin Plender,
Gerald Fedders, Duane Vander Brake,
Marlo Fedders, John Gesink, Arnold
Vogel, Warren Mouw, Harold Pen-
nings, Dennis Beltman, Allen Zevenber-
gen, Wally Boer. FOURTH ROW: Wes
Bruxvoort, Clarence Vander Veen,
Merlyn Jasper, Kenny Hofmeyer, Bob
Vogelaar. BACK ROW: Bernie Fed-
ders, Ernie Fedders, Prof Nieuwenhuis,
advisor; Wayne Langstraat, Wes De
Kock.
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FRONT ROW: Janie Hartog, Nelva
Dykhuizen, Carolyn Jasper, Marvella
Vander Wilt, Charlene Moss, Arlene
Mans, Marilyn Mouw. SECOND ROW:
Mary Poll, Joyce Fedders, Mary Wab.
bema, Winnie De Young, Mayris
Havcrdink, Ruth Stephens, Geneva Van
Engen, Janice De Groot. THIRD ROW:
Dorothy Mouw, Judy Nattress, Judy
Muilenburg. Laura De Blauw, Judith
Bloemendaal, Charlene Jasper, Mary
Haarsma, Geraldine Hearsma.
The Choir participated in the "Y" Christmas program, open house and in some neigh-
boring churches. The director, Mr. Lawrence Van Wyk, instructed the choir In negro
spirituals, Christmas and religious numbers. The members are as follows:
FRONT ROW: Janice Hartog, Mary Poll, Judy Nattress, Nelva Dykhuizen, .Carolyn Jasper, Mar-
vella Vander Wilt, Charlene Moss, Mary Haarsma, Arlene Mans, Geraldine Haarsma, Marilyn
Mouw. SECOND ROW: Joyce Fedders, Dorothy Mouw, Mary Jo Wobbema, Judy Muilenburg,
Laura De Blauw, Judy Bloemendaal, Charlene Jasper, Winnie De Young, Mayris Haverdink,
Ruth Stephens, Janice De Groot, Geneva Van Engen. THIRD ROW: Don Den Hartog, Dennis
Vander Maaten, Arnold Vogel, Wayne Vander Schaaf, Bob Vogelaar, Roger Mouw, Vergil Muilen-
burg, Leon Aalberts, Roger Vander Schaaf, Virgil Haverdink. FOURTH ROW: Tom De Koster,
Lee Wiersma, Wes Bruxvoort, Bernie Fedders, Harold Pennings, Warren Mouw, Wes De Kock,
Wayne Langstraat, Dennis Beltman, Merlyn Jasper, Clarence Vander Veen, Wally Boer, Duane
Vander Brake, Ronald Koldenhoven, Paul Hartog.
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"MARY"
•
"JUDY'
"BARB"
FRONT ROW: Don Den Hartog, Dennis Beltman, Wes Bruxvoort, Jed Fedders, Wayne Lang-
straat, Ernie Fedders, Warren Mouw, Harold Pennings, \X/ayne Vander Schaaf, Roger Mouw.
SECOND ROW: Leon Aalberts, manager; Dennis Vander Maaten, Duane Vander Brake, Wally
Boer, Bob Vogelaer, Merlyn Jasper, Bernie Fedders, Clarence Vander Veen, Roger Vander
Schaaf, Coach Hubers.
"LAURA"
NW as
39 Union ... ..._---_ ..... ...58
44 Edgerton .....60
46 Western Second ............44
31 Granville. ...40
40 Ashton ......__ ..... ..28 /34 Western Second ....32
31 Maurice ..53
41 Boyden ..50
36 Luther ............ -- ...51
46 Remsen .36
50 Granville ..........64
41 Boyden .....49
40 Edgerton .67
51 Union .............. _- .......50
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"CHARLENE"
Ruth Stephens, Judy Nattress, editor; Mary Poll,
Leon Aalberts.
The duty of the annual staff is to draw up
the Academy section of the annual. They
work in connection with the college staff.
Q
SEATED: Ruth Stephens, Vergil Muil_
enburg, Marvella Vander Wilt, Warren
Mouw, president; Janice Hartog, Wayne
Vander Schaaf, TOf)1 De Koster.
STANDING: Duane Vander Brake
Wally Boer, Mr. Hubers, advisor; Ber~
nie Fedders, Wes Bruxvoort
The job of the student council is
to keep order in the school and plan
parties.
SEATED: Ruth Stephens, Nelva Dyk-
huizen, Peter Andringa, Laura De
BJauw, Judy Nattress, editor; Leon
Aalberts, Mary Poll, Wes Bruxvoort.
Bob Vogelaar. STANDING: Harold
Pennings, Tom De Koster, Wayne
Langstraat.
The "Sparks" staff has had many
new members added to it this year.
We now have our own business
and se~-up managers, and several
new writers.
MrJ. Gwreovics JUDY MUILENBURG
Katrinka __ _...... JUDY NATTRESS
Sari JANICE HARTOG
Ella .... MAYRIS HAVERDINK
Mitzi LAURA DE BLAUW
Terea JANICE DE GROOT
Liza _._........ MARY POLL
Klma ..... .. ...... ARLENE MANS
Colonel Radviany . . _. PETER ANDRINGA
Gida Radviany EDWIN DOPPENBERG
Ferenz Horeoy ._. VERGIL MUILENBURG
M!,h,,1 Sando'IIY .. WAYNE VANDER SCHAAF
Toni. . WARREN MOUW
Janko DENNIS BELTMAN
LAURA and PETER rescuing EDDIE from his pursuers!
STANDING: Janice Hartog, Judy Nattress SEATED; Janice De Groot, Vergil Muilenburg,
Mayris Haverdink. ON FLOOR: Arlene Mans, Mary Poll.
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FRONT ROW: Peter Andringa, Vergil
Muilenburg, Wayne Vander Schaaf.
SECOND ROW: Marjorie Hartog, fu-
lene Mans, Mary Poll, Judy Nattress,
Mrs. England. BACK ROW: Ruth
Stephens, Judy Muilenburg, Charlene
Jasper, Winnie De Young, Laura De
Blauw.
A record was set by the speech students this year in contest work. Our home contest
was the largest with thirty-two entries of which only twelve were able to continue. In
the preliminary contest at Paullina our twelve entries brought home eleven firsts. Rock-
well City was the scene of action for the district contest. There we received eight out
of eleven first places. The state contest was held in Denison and we were awarded five
first places. The winners were: in radio speaking, Ruth Stephens and Vergil Muilen-
burg; in interpretive reading, Vergil Muilenburg and Peter Andringa; Judy Nattress,
Wayne Vander Schaaf, Winnie De Young, Charlene Jasper, Laura De Blauw, Mary
Poll, Arlene Mans, and Judy Muilenburg in the one-act play, "Mouse Trap." Those
receiving seconds were: in humorous reading, Peter Andringa; dramatic reading, Laura
De Blauw; and interpretive reading, Judy Nattress. Mrs. England and Marjorie Hartog
directed these students.
"ITS THE IDEA OF A MOUSE ..·
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DARING SENIORS behind Minnehaha Falls on Skip day.
A CONTEST breakfast.
VICTORY DESSERT!
r 15
HOMECOMING victory float.
AMBITIOUS pep meeting!
RATHER NOSEY
The Junior-Senior Banquet was
a tremendous success. A tasty
meal, a brilliant program, and
delightful decorations made for
an evening packed full of fun
from beginning to end.
Marla, Laura, Leon, Marvella, Pete, Glenda, and Mary wish in a wishing well filled
with green punch.
SENIORS RECEIVE last minute instructions from Principal Hubers.
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Anyone who has published a yearbook knows that the task is virtually impossible
without the assistance of not only the student body but also the community in
which that school functions. In a way. that is as it should be, because every school
is a reflection of its community. And too, it is with a profound feeling of both
pride and gratitude that we present in the following pages those wonderful people
who have made possible this beautiful book - our Advertisers.
We are proud that these friends and merchants have taken space in the North.
western Junior College DE KLOMPEN, for this is a most tangible way in which
we know that our school is an accepted and integral part of the life of Orange
City and surrounding area. We are grateful, too, to these friends - we dislike
the term "Advertisers" because it sounds too cold - for they have accepted our
advertising as we proposed it; not so much as a donation but as a valid and
effective form of advertising. We ask that you, who have enjoyed this book, show
your friendship to the many fine people whose names you will see in the {cllcw-
ing pages. Tell them you saw their ad - in the NJC DE KLOMPEN.
The following interested groups have sponsored pages in DE KLOMPEN. Their
names appear on no specific page because they have an all-around interest in
every activity of the college. To them, and all other advertisers we wish to say
"thank you" for the wonderful way in which you supported us.
HULL CO·OPERATIVE GAS AND
OIL COMPANY
Hull, Iowa
FIRST REFORMED CHURCH
Orange City, Iowa
TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH
Orange City, Iowa
HOPE COLLEGE
Holland, Michigan
WESTERN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Holland, Michigan
FIRST REFORMED CHURCH
Sheldon, Iowa
FIRST REFORMED CHURCH
Hull, Iowa
AMERICAN REFORMED CHURCH
Orange City, Iowa
ROELOFS AND VANDE BERG
Sioux Center, Iowa
DE RUYTER HARDWARE COMPANY
Sioux Center, Iowa
W. A. KEPP AND SONS
Orange City, Iowa
FARMER'S CO·OPERATIVE ELEVATOR
Hull, Iowa
VOGEL AND VANDE BRAKE
Orange City, Iowa
THE SIOUX CENTER NEWS
Sioux Center, Iowa
HEEMSTRA MEAT MARKET
Sioux Center, Iowa
THE SIOUX COUNTY CAPITAL
Orange City, Iowa
ORANGE CITY IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Orange City, Iowa
VERDOORN NURSING HOME
Ashton, Iowa
NORTHWESTERN STATE BANK
Orange City, Iowa
SCHALEKAMP'S DRUG STORE
Sioux Center, Iowa
:.~..
...-- - J~
Vander Ploeg's Furniture and Funeral Home
744 N.Main Street Phone 21666 Sioux Center, Iowa
-
Where You Count as an Individual
CENTRAL COLLEGE
Central College at Pella has operated continuously for 104 years and is fully
accredited. Central is a Christian liberal Arts College affiliated with the Reformed
Church in America and it offers a well-balanced college education at reasonable
cost with emphasis on Christian personality.
During the past ten years Central has been expanding and six new buildings
have been added in this period. The latest addition is a $200.000 library dedicated
in 1957 and construction of a $400,000 addition to the girls' dormitory and dining
room is underway.
Central graduates have achieved notable and useful careers in all professions.
Central serves the students not only during their college careers, but also through
the Placement Bureau after graduation. Every effort is made to help graduates
seek worthwhile and attractive positions.
For Further Information Write to
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
CENTRAL COLLEGE PELLA, IOWA
DOUWSTRA CHAPEL AND CENTRAL HALL, at the right, symbolize the two
greatest forces in the world today-religion and education.
FARMERS SAVINGS BANK
Loans
Safety Deposit Boxes
Insurance of All Kinds
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
Phone 3161
Boyden, Iowa
MOUW
IMPLEMENT CO.
Sales Service
FORD TRACTOR
MERCURY
NEW HOLLAND
FARM MACHINERY
Phone 20591
Sioux Center, Iowa
KORVER PRODUCE
Orange City, Iowa
DR. E. J. G. BLOEMENDAAL
Dentist
ORANGE CITY, IOWA
FARMERS ELEVATOR
Bulk Feed Service
ORANGE CITY, IOWA
ORANGE CITY
CLEANERS
If Your Clothes
Aren't Becoming
to You,
They Should Be
Coming to Us.
HINZE HARDWARE
Home of Hardware Hank
Continually Striving for a
More Complete-Up to Date-
Stock of Merchandise at
the Lowest Prices Possible
ORANGE CITY, IOWA
FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN O. C.
DAILY
Phone 425
Orange City, Iowa
ABC GROCERY
Orange City, Iowa
Sioux Center, Iowa
-
DR. D. L. VAN ELDIK
Physician
Surgeon
ORANGE CITY, IOWA
THE GREY SHOP
Special Bridal and Formal Dept.
COMPLETE LINE LADIES
READY TO WEAR
Sheldon, Iowa
LEWIS DE KOSTER
Attorney at Law
ORANGE CITY, IOWA
Complete Line of Home Furnishings
FURNITUREMART
Phone 23861
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
TED VAN DEN BERG, Mgr.
GROSSMAN HOSPITAL
DR. A. BUSHMER, Phone 85
DR. E. B. GROSSMAN, Phone 249
Orange City, Iowa
PHONE 69
POPMA
RADIO AND T.V.
Orange City, Iowa
GROEN
PLUMBING & HEATING
Waterbury Furnaces
ORANGE CITY, IOWA
BARTEL'S CAFE
Meals, Lunches
Dining Room Service
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
HULL PHARMACY
Hull, Iowa
FREEMAN G.
MERRILL
Attorney at Law
SHELDON, IOWA
SKEWIS HATCHERY
Young Prospective
Talking Parakeets
for Sale All Year
SHELDON, IOWA
KRAGT FURNITURE
Your Friendly Store
ROCK VALLEY, IOWA
Phone 725
.
CO - OPERATIVE
GAS AND OIL CO.
Sioux Center, Iowa
Phone 22501
SANITARY
MEAT MARKET
and
LOCKERS
Orange City. Iowa
SOUTH SIDE
SERVICE STATION
Rock Valley, Iowa
FARMERS
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY
Grain-Hogs-Coal-Building Material-Fencing
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
BODNAR
STUDIO
and
CAMERA SHOP
Portraits-Commercial Photographs
Cameras-Projectors
Photo Supplies
232 N. MAIN AVE.
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
CAMBIER
MOTOR
Orange City, Iowa
NEAL'S SHOE SHOP
Orange City, Iowa
VAN'S JEWELRY
See Our Large
Selection of
Watches and Diamonds
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
DR. A. G. KORVER
Optometrist
SHELDON, IOWA
FARMER'S
CO-OP OIL ASS'N.
Orange City, Iowa
BOSCH'S CLOTHING
DE BRUIN SHOE STORE
Sioux Center, Iowa
LUCAS J. DE KOSTER
Attorney at Law
HUll, IOWA
RAE MAR CAFE
Rock V'alley, Iowa
FOREMAN
SKELLY SERVICE
Alton, Iowa
DUNLOP
INSURANCE AGENCY
Insurance of All Kinds
DeKalb Hybrids
Seed Corn
Chix
PHONE 304 ORANGE CITY, IOWA
ROCK VALLEY
CEMENT BLOCK
AND TILE CO.
Concrete Building Materials
WELL AND DRAIN TILE
Washed Sand and Gravel Delivered
Ready Mix Concrete Plant Ph. 343
Pit Phone 2063
ROCK VALLEY, IOWA
FLOWER HOUSE
Le Mars, Iowa
DRS. FISHER AND NEUMANN
Veterinarians
DOG AND CAT HOSPITAL
DR. R. K. FISHER Res. Phone 9
DR. A. J. NEUMANN Res. Phone 411
Orange City Office Phone 276
VANDE STEEG'S
Orange City, Iowa
VISSER BROS.
Plumbing and Heating
ORANGE CITY, IOWA
WOUDSTRA
MEAT MARKET
CHOICE MEATS
Home Cured Dried Beef
Custom Butchering and Processing
WOUDSTRA AND SONS
Phone 141
Orange City, Iowa
MOUW MOTOR CO.
Ford Sales and Service
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
FARMERS MUTUAL
CO-OPERATIVE
CREAMERY
"The Home of Sioux Butter, Milk and Ice Cream"
O. R. HOVE, Mgr.
Sioux Center, Iowa
ART IRV
NORTH SIDE BODY SHOP
Complete Body Fender Repair
and Painting, Wheel Aligning
and Balancing
PHONE 22312
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
ORANGE MOTOR
COMPANY
Orange City, Iowa
VANDER WELL
HARDWARE
Rock Valley, Iowa
SUNRISE HATCHERY
Chicks Feeds
Poultry Equipment and Service
PHONE 83
ORANGE CITY, IOWA
READY MIX CONCRETE CO.
First in Quality
Friendly Service
LET US ESTIMATE YOUR JOB
Phone 2063 or 343
ROCK VALLEY, IOWA
OK CAFE
Alton, Iowa
For Your
Baby Chicks or Poultry Service
DE JONG - HOLLANDER
HATCHERY
Sioux Center, Iowa
NUTRENA HEADQUARTERS
DEN HARTOG
BROS.
Orange City, Iowa
CORNER CAFE
Orange City, Iowa
SIOUX CENTER
SHOPPER
Keys to Better
Results in Advertising
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
Dial 20511
MAURICE A. TE PASKE
Attorney at Law
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA
KLEIN
DRUG STORE
Alton, Iowa
THE VILLAGE DRUG STORE
F. H. VAN SICKLE Orange City, Iowa
FARMERS
CO - OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
Lumber, Building Materials, Gas, Oil,
Propane, Grain, Flour, Fertilizer,
Feed, Livestock, Grinding, Mixing,
Pelleting, and Seed.
BOYDEN, IOWA
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READY MIX
CONCRETE CO.
Ready Mix
Excavating
Sand
Gravel
RUSSEL VANDE BRAKE
Orange City. Iowa
Our Students
Patron ize These
Barber Shops
VAN BEMMEL
ANDRINGA
HOLLINGA
Orange City, Iowa
AAsche, Dennis: 36
B
Balkema, James: 22, 81, 85
Ballou, Patricia: 22,64,83
Bartels, Truman: 36, 90
Bauer, Richard: 32, 50, 51, 54,81,
85, 90, 93, 95
Beernink, Darrell: 22, 52, 58, 59, 85.
87,90,91,92,93,94,95,97,99
Beltman, Alice: 36, 80
BeItman, Norman: 36, 90
Bergsma, Careen: 36
Bergsma, Jim: 22,90.101
Berkenpas, Alden: 36, 90, 91, 92, 93,
94, 96, 99
Beukeiman, Joyce: 22, 54, 55, 63
Blankets, Harriet: 37, 52, 56, 57, 60,
67,79,83
Blumeyer, John: 32
Bonthuis, Marjorie: 17,36,37,51,
52, 56, 57, 69, 82
Boone, Dale: 37, 50, 52, 58, 62, 86,
90
Bas, Beth: 37, 52, 100
Boscaljon, Willard: 37,80
Bras, Margaret: 23, 52, 69. 85
Brouwer, John: 22, 23, 50, 51,60,
61, 62, 80, 90
Bruggom, Ruth: 37,67,84
Busk, Richard: 37, 86
c
Cleveringa, Carole: 37
Collins, Carol: 23
D
De Beer, Ruth: 37,66,83
De Berg, Audrey: 37,63
De Boer, Dorothy: 38, 52, 81, 100
De Boer, Gladys: 38, 66
De Boom, Stan: 38
De Bruin, Marilyn: 38, 52, 68
De Groot, Judith: 38, 52
De Haan, Roger: 38, 52, 101
De Jong, Carl: 19,38,60
De Jong, Carolyn: 38, 52, 83
De joog. Koenraad: 38, 52
De Jong, Terril: 38, 52, 86
De Vries, Avan: 39
De Vries, David: 39, 58, 83
Dieken, Donald: 39, 66
Dontje, Janice: 39, 52
Douma, George; 23,51,52,56
Dykstra. Jerold: 39, 67
Dykstra, Norman: 66, 90
E
Ekdom, John: 23
F
Fonkert, Carol: 23, 52
Foreman, Marvin: '39
Foreman, Merlin: 39, 52
G
Goeringer, Dolores: 23
H
Haak, Arnold: 23, 52, 54, 61, 81
Halweg, Erma: 24
Harberts, Merle: 24, 52, 58
Harms, Audrey: 39, 52
Hartog, Marjorie: 36, 39, 56, 83
Hasselo, Leah: 39
Heemstra, Carole: 15, 24, 52
Hielkema, Harvey: 40
Hoekman, Ruth: 40, 60, 67
Hofmeyer, Ronald: 40
Hoogeveen, Bobbie: 24, 52, 58, 90
Houtsma, Donna: 40, 66
Hubers, Marion: 40, 85
Huisman, Lorraine: 40
Huisman, Marvin: 40, 52, 93
Hulstein, Marlene: 40
Hulstein, Rodney: 40, 52
Hulstein, Vernie: 24, 50
Hymans, Nelson: 22, 24, 52, 86
J
Juffer, Alfreda: 24,50, 54, 55, 59,
60, 85, 88
K
Katerberg, Rudolf: 40,60
Klein, James: 41
Knowles, Robert: 24
Koerselman, Benjamin: 41, 52, 68, 73
Kolenbrander, Harold: 41, 56, 57, 90
Kooima, LaVonne: 41, 79
Korver, Arloa: 41, 69
Korver, Gary: 25
Korver, Muryl: 41, 54
Koster, Allan: 25, 84
Kots, Elvera: 41, 50, 51, 63
Kots, Mary: 15, 25, 54, 55, 56, 59,
85
Kraai, John: 24, 52,54,85
Kroon, Henry: 25, 52
Kroon, Willem: 41, 60, 61, 83, 85
Kruizenga, Harvard: 41, 51, 73
Kruse, Jean: 41
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Kruse, Shirley: 42
Kruse, Verland: 25,60,62
Kuester, David: 42
Kuhlers, Richard: 42,62, 84, 90
L
Lammers, Hendrene: 42, 52
Landhuis, Marie: 25, 54, 55, 58, 77.
100
Langstraat, Shirley: 25
Lawrence, Katherine: 42, 52, 63, 74
Lubbers, Laura: 26, 52, 59, 85
Lyftogt, Bennett: 42
M
Markus, Wyonne: 26, 50, 54, 55, 60,
61.84,85
McMurray, Audrey: 22, 26, 52, 69,
100
Miersma, Harriett: 42, 54, 55, 56, 57
Miller, Priscilla: 42, 76
Moss, Harold: 42, 55
Mouw, Lorretta: 26, 52
Mouw, Norma: 26, 52
Mouw, Roger: 26, 90
"Muilenburg, John: 42, 90,91,93, 96
Muilenburg, Ronald: 26, 54, 56, 57,
70,85
Muyskens, Dirk: 26, 90, 96
N
Navis, Marlene: 43
Nieuwendorp, Don: 43
Nyhof, Rolyn: 27
Nyhof, Verla: 43
a
Oldenkamp. Harm: 43, 54, 55,90,
93, 95, 96
Onken, Mary: 43, 79, 86
p
Peelen, Thelma: 43, 84
Pennings, Milton: 27
Popkes, Marvella: 27, 52, 60
Prank, Ronald: 27
Pryor, Bobby: 27, 52, 61, 85, 87, 100
R
Rens, Jane: 27,60,83
Rensink, Darrel: 43, 52, 81, 90, 93,
96
Roetman, Robert: 14, 27
Romberg, Lois: 27
Rozeboom, Henry: 43
Rozeboom, Marilyn: 43, 52, 54, 55,
56, 57, 64
RozendaaJ, Joan: 43, 50, 52, 56, 60
S
Sandbulte, Glen: 28, 52, 90
Sandbulte, Henrietta; 44
Sandbulte, Sharon: 44
Sankey, Arnold: 44
Schaap, Larry: 44, 90, 93
Schaap, Shirley: 28, 50, 54, 55, 59,
60, 83, 85, 88
Schelhaas, Jim: 44, 62, 90
Schmidt, Florence: 44, 50, 52, 55, 58
Schoep, Judy: 28, 52, 84
Schreur, Joyce; 44, 50, 52, 55, 58
Schuck, Dale; 44, 90
Schuiteman, Mildred: 28, 50, 51,52,
60
Schut, Shirley: 28, 50, 52
Simon, Faway: 36, 44, 66
Smidt, Gary: 44
Smits, David: 45, 52, 56, 57, 58
Smir, Eileen: 28, 50
Sohl, Orval: 28
Srallbaum, Darlene: 45
Starkenberg, Shirley: 28
Stetler, LaVonne: 29,60,83,85
Sybesma, Stanley: 45, 102
Symens, David: 45, 93
T
Ter Haar, Helen: 45
Te Slaa, Gerdena: 45, 50, 52, 54,
55,58,60
Te Slaa, Thelma: 15, 45
Ten Haken, Lois: 29
Tilstra, Inez: 45
Timmer, Edwin; 29
Tjarks, Shirley: 45
Tolman, Christene; 29
Ting, Wei-Ying: 45
Top, Darrell: 17,46,62,90,93
v
Valentine, Peter: 4~, 90
Van Abbema, Alvin: 36,46, 52
Van Bruggen, Arlys: 29
Vande Berg, Duane: 22, 29, 52, 86,
93, 95, 97, 99
Vander Broek, Beverley: 46
Vander Haag, Beverly: 46, 60, 67
Vander Kooi, Sylvia: 29, 60, 63, 84
Vander Maten, Kathleen: 29, 52
Vander Schaaf, Audrey: 46
Vander Schaaf, Sam: 30,52, 58, 90
Vander Sloat, Marlene: 30, 52
Vander WeI, Don: 46
Vander Walde, Bert: 30,62
Vande Weerd, Esther: 30, 52, 63
Van Donslear, Norman: 46
Van Driel, Robert: 46, 90
Van Engelenhoven, Lee: 30,90
Van Holland, Dick: 47
Van Klompenburg, Delmar: 19,47,
82
Van Klompenburg, Helen: 30, 64,
69, 77
Van Klompenburg, Stan: 47, 56, 57
Van Meereren, 'Marlene: 30, 50, 54,
55, 58, 61, 85
Van Meereren, Walter: 14, 31, 102
Van Olst, Kathleen: 47
Van OIst, Lambert: 47
Van Oort, Norma: 47, 56, 57,80
Van Peurseum, Melvin; 47, 82
Van Rocke], Glenn; 31, 59, 85, 102
Van Ruler, Martha: 47
Van'r Hof, Ronald: 31
Van Tubergen, Edgar: 47
Van Veldhuizen, Iona: 31
Van Wyk, Dolores: 47
Van Zanten, Joyce: 48, 52,60
Veldhuizen, Edward: 48, 52
VeI1inga, Robert; 48
Verdoorn, Larry: 31, 50,51,52,56,
58, 59, 61, 62, ri, 80, 85
Vermeer, Carl: 31
Ver Steeg, Walter; 48
Vink, Geneva: 48, 54,55
Visser, Paul: 48, 90, 101
Vogelaar, Harold: 31,50, 51, 52,
60, 61, 90
Voogd, Lydia: 48
w
Wabeke, Bastian: 31,90, 101
Wabeke, Cornelius: 32, 90, 91
Walgenbach, David: 32, 83
Westra, Dwayne: 48, 52
Wielinga, Peter; 48
Wierda, Lewis; 32, 93, 94, 98, 99,
101
Wiersema, Joann: 32, 60
Wissink, Robert: 32, 62, 90, 93, 102
Won, Hi Lee: 32, 59, 85
Z
Zylstra, Cornelia; 48, 52, 54, 58,
n,84
Publishing a yearbook demands a great deal of cooperation from every member
of the student body. This year's cooperation has been the finest that any
editor could ask. To all those who in any way had a part in this publication,
I wish to express my sincere thanks and appreciation. Especially to the staff,
who has worked so hard to get this yearbook completed. It took many hours
of hard work but I'm sure that the finished product which you hold is sufficient
evidence of the time which you put into it. My special thanks to Connie
Zylstra, John Kraai, and Shirley Schaap for your unfaijing interest to Eet the
job finished. Every effort you made toward the completion of this goal is Sure
to be repaid. Once again, thanks to all.
RON MUILENBURG, Editor
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